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Preface 
 

The Fifth International Conference on Information Technology Convergence and Services (ITCS 

2016) was held in Sydney, Australia, during February 06~07, 2016. The Fifth International 

Conference on Software Engineering and Applications (JSE 2016), The Fifth International 

Conference on Signal & Image Processing (SIP 2016), The Third International Conference on 

Artificial Intelligence & Applications (ARIA 2016) and The Fifth International Conference on 

Natural language Processing (NLP 2016) were collocated with the ITCS-2016. The conferences 

attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of intellect from 

the East and from the West.  

 

The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia 

and industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to 

establish new collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by 

submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences 

describing significant advances in all areas of computer science and information technology. 

 

The ITCS-2016, JSE-2016, SIP-2016, ARIA-2016, NLP-2016 Committees rigorously invited 

submissions for many months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners 

related to the relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions 

from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the 

submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised expert reviewers. These 

reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and external 

reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their 

contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the 

submission, review and acceptance processes, was done electronically. All these efforts 

undertaken by the Organizing and Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high 

quality technical conference program, which featured high-impact presentations for all attendees 

to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in the latest developments in computer network 

and communications research. 

In closing, ITCS-2016, JSE-2016, SIP-2016, ARIA-2016, NLP-2016 brought together 

researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners to exchange and share their 

experiences, new ideas and research results in all aspects of the main workshop themes and 

tracks, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. The book is 

organized as a collection of papers from the ITCS-2016, JSE-2016, SIP-2016, ARIA-2016, NLP-

2016. 

We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the 

Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We 

sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every 

success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional 

dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond 

the event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many 

years to come.  

                                    

David C. Wyld 

                        Jan Zizka 
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ABSTRACT 

 

To reduce the size of the biosignal data is important because a huge amount of data is made by 

various experiments. In the paper, we efficiently compress the excitatory postsynaptic potentials 

(EPSPs) which is one of the biosignal types. To the best of authors' knowledge, EPSPs 

compression has not been studied yet. The EPSP signal has a feature that the adjacent signals 

in single excitatory postsynaptic potential have similar characteristics. Using this feature, we 

propose a method which removes temporal redundancy and statistical redundancy of EPSPs. 

The compressed and reconstructed EPSPs are similar to the original signal without the loss of 

analytic information.  

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Excitatory Postsynaptic Potentials, Compressed Sensing, Long-term Potentiation, Long-term 

Depression, Data Compression 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Biosignals contain highly important information with which researchers in neuroscience and 

neural engineering fields attempt to disclose the neurological mechanisms of living organisms by 

measuring and analyzing various biosignals. Biosignals can be recorded using a variety of forms 

such as electroencephalogram (EEG), electrocorticography (ECoG), neural spike train, 

electrocardiography (ECG), electromyography (EMG), and excitatory postsynaptic potentials 

(EPSPs). To acquire more information about living organisms, researchers are recording 

biosignals by increasing the number of sensors, the measurement time, the number of experiment 

samples, and the measurement frequency. As a result, storage space, analysis time and data 

bandwidth for biosignals are being increasing as well. These problems can be solved with 

integrated memory chips, fast data processors and data communication technologies, but a more 

efficient method is to use data compression technology with which the biosignal data size is 

reduced while minimizing information loss.  

 

Many data compression researches have been conducted to achieve the above-mentioned goals in 

recent years [1-5]. Sriraam and Eswaran [1] compressed EEG obtained from the scalp. Salman et 

al. [2] restored EMG using convex optimization to reduce energy consumption. Allstot et al. [3] 
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conducted a study similar to [2] using ECG signals. In addition, Hegde et al. [4] proposed a 

compression method by creating a neuronal spike train model.  

 

There are other studies about the compression of biosignals as well, but most studies have 

concentrated on the development of signal compression technology for EEG, ECoG, and neural 

spike trains acquired from in-vivo experiments. Although in-vitro or ex-vivo experiments are 

important in studying the neurological mechanism and biosignals recorded from these 

experiments require a large storage space [6-9], no study on the compression of EPSPs has been 

done. In general, EPSPs create data of 16 Kbits (10,000 Hz × 0.1 sec. × 16 bits) in a single 

sensor with a single measurement. Assuming that 400 repetitive experiments using four to eight 

measurement sensors are conducted, the data recorded in a single experiment is approximately 

26~51 Mbits, which is very large. In addition, experiments related to EPSPs measure biosignals 

through a large number of experiment samples with various parameters. As a result, actual data 

amounts could increase further. 

 

This paper proposes a method that can compress EPSPs signals within a range that has no effect 

on the analysis of the EPSPs. The EPSPs signal occurs in synapses where two neurons are close 

to each other and it is created because the membrane potential of neurons behind the synapse 

increases due to neurotransmitters secreted from neurons in front of the synapse. Thus, changes 

in the EPSPs signal over time are slow and not large compared to neural spike trains or EEG. 

Inspired by this fact, EPSPs are compressed by eliminating information redundancy between 

adjacent signals.  

 

This paper deals with the EPSPs signal which has not been tried for compression. The proposed 

method is suitable for the features of the EPSPs signal and includes uncomplicated arithmetic 

operations.  

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.1. Materials 

EPSPs were measured via neurons of the hippocampus, which plays an important role in learning 

and memory. EPSPs signals were measured when hippocampus slices obtained from mice were 

stimulated. Normally, a single mouse has four to six slices, and a single slice can be a sensing 

channel. For both long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD), experiments 

were conducted for 100 minutes, and the data for 80 minutes were used to draw a slope graph. A 

single EPSPs signal was measured every 15 seconds. The LTP and LTD experiments were 

conducted 381 times and 435 times, respectively. During the experiment, slices were immersed in 

an ACSF solution at approximately 28℃ while bubbling was maintained as a mixed gas of 95% 

oxygen and 5% carbon dioxide was introduced at a rate of 4 ml/min for pH adjustment. The LTP 

was induced by providing theta burst stimulation (TBS) for one minute 40 minutes after the 

experiment started while LTD was induced by providing single-pulse low-frequency stimulation 

(SP-LFS) six times per minute for 15 minutes. 

 

2.2. Methods 

To compress the signals, it is necessary to eliminate temporal redundancy and statistical 

redundancy. In this paper, two signal-processing filters were used to eliminate temporal 

redundancy. The first filter was a low-pass filter (LPF), which passes only frequencies below 300 
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Hz, and the second filter was a first-order difference filter that calculated a difference between 

adjacent EPSPs signals. Since adjacent signals in single EPSPs change slowly and have similar 

characteristics, EPSPs after filtering become sparse. 

 

Once temporal redundancy is eliminated, a compressed sensing technique was applied to 

eliminate statistical redundancy in spare EPSPs [10]. Assuming that the signal to be compressed 

is x ∈ ℝ�×� and the compressed signal is y ∈ ℝ�×�, then it can be expressed as follows: 

 

                                                             y = 	
                                                                              (1) 

               
where 	 ∈ ℝ�×� is called a sensing matrix, which uses a binary matrix consisting of 0 and 1 in 

general. The most important point in compressed sensing is to express a signal to be sparse. To 

do this, conventionally, new sparse vector z ∈ ℝ�×� and dictionary matrix D ∈ ℝ�×� are 

introduced so that x is expressed with z and D, thereby generating sparse x.. A matrix used in D 

is an inverse discrete cosine transform (DCT) or inverse discrete wavelet transform (DWT), in 

which z uses DCT or DWT coefficients. This procedure is quite complex. However, in this paper, 

we easily obtain sparse x by eliminating temporal redundancy without using conventional 

method. Since EPSPs show slow transition in time, the spare x is obtained by filtering EPSPs 

with a first-order difference filter. 

Block sparse Bayesian learning-bound optimization (BSBL-BO) [11] was applied to restore x� 

from the compressed EPSPs signal y. The compression ratio (CR) was calculated using 

CR =
�� ������ �� ���� �� 


�� ������ �� ���� �� �
.                                                            (2) 

A compression ratio of LTP and LTD has three values: 2, 3, and 4. The higher the compression 

ratio, the more often compression occurs. 

To compare the similarity between restored and original signals, the normalized mean square 

error (NMSE) [12] was used. 

NMSE =
‖
 
�‖!

!

‖
‖!
!                                                                           (3) 

where x is an original EPSPs signal and 
� is a restored EPSPs signal. The closer the NMSE value 

is to 0, the closer it is to the original signal. 

3. RESULTS 

 
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the original single EPSPs signal, 
 and the restored single 

EPSPs signal, 
� for LTP and LTD. In the figure, a compression ratio was set to 2; a dotted line 

represents the original EPSPs signal while a solid line represents the recovered EPSPs signal. 

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the original EPSPs and the restored signals, depicting 

NMSE compared over various compression ratios. For LTP, depending on compression ratios 2, 

3, and 4, the mean and standard deviation (STD) of the NMSE were 0.020±0.014, 0.15±0.032 

and 0.35±0.060, respectively. For LTD, depending on the compression ratio, the mean and STD 

were 0.084±0.021, 0.18±0.021 and 0.46±0.026, respectively. As the compression ratio becomes 

lower, which means more compression, the NMSE increases, which means the restoration 

performance decreases. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of original signal and recovered signal. They are the single EPSPs signals generated 

after the stimulation (CR = 2). 

 
 

Figure 2. NMSE mean and STD comparison according to compression ratio. NMSE compares the 

difference between the original signal and the recovered signal. 

 
 

Figure 3. Single EPSPs signal in which a section slope is calculated. The two points in the middle are a 

1/3~2/3 section designated for the slope calculation. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of changes in slopes calculated from original single EPSPs signals and recovered 

single EPSPs signals. On the time axis in the figure, 0 refers to a time when the stimulation was given and 

the slope change over time from 20 minutes prior to the stimulation and 60 minutes after the stimulation, 

which was a total of 80 minutes, shown as a percentage. Each point represents a slope mean of EPSPs 

signals calculated every one minute. The values in the brackets refer to compression ratios. s̅(1) means the 

slope without compression. 

To analyze EPSPs signals in general, the slope in temporal EPSPs is compared before and after 

the stimulation is given. For the first step in the comparison, a slope was calculated as a section 

of 1/3~2/3 set in the single EPSPs signal slope, as shown in Figure 3. Each single EPSPs signal 

has its own single calculated slope. A method of calculating a slope is to divide changes in 

potential in the designated section by time. As a next step, a mean is calculated every one minute 

using a single EPSPs signal slope in the section from 20 minutes prior to stimulation to 60 

minutes after stimulation. The baseline that is a criterion for comparison before and after 

stimulation is a slope mean of the EPSPs signal calculated from 20 minutes prior to stimulation 

until the stimulation was given; this value was again converted into 100% proportion. All slope 

means obtained every minute are normalized using the above mentioned criterion, and the slope, 

)̅(*) calculated by 

)̅(*) =
+(,)

-

.
∑ +0(,)

× 100                                                                            (4) 

where )(*) is the EPSPs slope whose means are obtained every one minute. )2(*) is a part of 

)(*) that corresponds to the baseline section which is for 20 minutes prior to stimulation. 

 
�

�
∑ )2(*) is the mean of )2(*). This )̅(*) is the normalized slope value of )(*). 

Figure 4 shows the normalized slope, )̅(*) from the original EPSPs and the recovered ones. For 

the low compression ratio, the figure shows that the slope graph is very similar to the slope of the 

original signal. When the LTD is restored with a compression ratio of 4, the slope value seems to 

change more than the slope of the original signal, but it did not affect the overall slope trend 

significantly. 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
EPSPs signals have been studied by many researchers in recent years and require a large storage 

capacity whenever experiments are conducted. In addition, researchers set various parameters to 

conduct experiments. Because of this, it is very important to reduce the data size of EPSPs 

signals. However, unlike other biosignals, no studies have been done on EPSPs compression. In 

this study, an efficient compression method was proposed without any problems in analyzing 

EPSPs. Using the proposed method, EPSPs signals can be stored and analyzed with a smaller 

amount of data than that of the original signals. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The users who use ready to use software products had better getting the products’ quality 

information with classified by some kind of global standard metrics or technique for their 

evaluation. But many of those software products’ companies don’t provide the quality 

information because of the products are developed by their own development and evaluation 

process. But those users want to get quality information to reduce evaluation cost. Therefore, 

we develop our quality evaluation process with using quality characteristics of software 

external quality model on ISO/IEC 9126-1 for our software products. This evaluation process 

has feature of unsynchronized quality evaluation process toward development process. Also, the 

process starts from definition of classified quality requirement based on quality sub-

characteristics at test planning process to quality analysis at test completion process under 

software development cycle. We provide precise our products quality data for our users through 

this evaluation process and the process might be reduced cost of our customers’ evaluation. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Evaluation process, Quality model, Quality analysis, Software development cycle, Ready to Use 

Software, ISO/IEC 9126, ISO/IEC 25051 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Many companies develop their own corporate IT systems to combine or be based on ready to use 

software products. They evaluate those software products to fit their systems and to determine 

those quality by themselves. This evaluation is very important for suitable and reliable to their 

systems, but however, many companies can’t have enough cost and time for the evaluation. This 

concern becomes industry wide issue and many countries have established products certification 

programs based on ISO/IEC 25051[1]. For example, The Computer Software Association of 

Japan (CSAJ) has started PSQ Certification System [2]. According to CSAJ web site, this 

certification has below responsibility. 
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PSQ Certification System is the certification program conforming to international standards, 

which confirms and certifies that the documents and the functions of the software product are 

consistent. The system therefore evaluates descriptions including the product description 

(catalogue), user documentation (e.g. manuals etc.), and test along the document to ensure 

compliance using test report. Certification will then be issued to the authorized product and will 

receive the certification logo. 

 

This kind of certification programs give positive effect to many users who plan to use certified 

software products. But the users need some evaluation cost to check whether the products have 

right quality and fit their corporate systems because the certified programs don’t suggest the 

products’ quality and what kinds of evaluation process are used. So, we believe our customers 

might be reduce their evaluation cost if they get quality data to fit our customers’ request. 

 

Most of quality data as metrics are related to development process. For example, bugs ratio, code 

review ratio, pass rate of test cases and test coverages are internal data under development 

projects and it is very difficult to use key value indicator unless same development process. 

Those data are not suitable to standard scale for quality analysis without explanation of software 

development cycle. 

 

We need to solve this issue to provide useful quality information for our customers. So, we had 

started to classify our products’ quality using by quality characteristics at ISO/IEC 9126-1 [3]. 

But we needed to spend much cost to analyse our quality after end of projects. Also, classified 

quality by quality characteristics doesn’t fit basic development process, like V-model or agile 

model. Therefore, we develop our own evaluation process using by quality characteristics. This 

process needs unsynchronized toward development process and covers from test planning process 

to completion process within software development cycle. Also, we provide detail test reports 

analysed by quality characteristics. 

 

2. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM 
 

Our company has developed and maintained several software products. But we don’t have 

companies’ standard development process and each development teams decide development 

process to fit for their development style. So, each QA teams needed to create testing process to 

fit each products. Unless using same development style, each QA teams has accumulated quality 

metrics data, as like bugs ratio or test cases density per source codes, to judge for product 

shipment. Those quality data depended on each development process and we couldn’t compare 

our products’ reliability correctly with those quality data. Also, we couldn’t provide suitable 

quality information for our customers to evaluate our products. We knew quality model using 

quality characteristics at ISO/IEC 9126-1 was some of key solution to classify software quality. 

But it was very difficult to classify result of our test case in each test types to fit quality 

characteristics. Therefore, we have started developing evaluation process to use quality 

characteristics. 

 

3. DEVELOPING QUALITY EVALUATION PROCESS 
 

After researching our evaluation process to define by quality characteristics, we realize that we 

need to divide our evaluation process from development process. But complete splitting out from 

development process makes our test cost raised up because of rework due to bugs. We have deal 
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milestone with synchronized points between development process and evaluation process to solve 

for this rework. We decide to use quality characteristics for our key value indicator. 

 

Our evaluation process has three process, test planning, test management process for monitoring 

and controlling verification and test completion process. Verification period has several test 

levels which we call test stages. We define test planning period as alpha stage, test verification 

period as beta stages and test completion period as RC stage and those stages are timely 

continuous, “Figure 1”. 

 

But beta stages as verification period doesn’t need to keep turn like water hole model. Each beta 

stage has started from acceptance test for entrance criteria of test levels and we can decide 

whether we start the test level or not. 

 

 
Figure 1. Brief of evaluation process 

 

QA manager needs to control cost of testing for functionality characteristics doesn’t exceed 70% 

at total cost of all testing when QA manager define test types. This reason is that verification is 

not bias as functional test. 

 

There is two way to fit test types to each test level. One way is that QA managers list up test 

types at first and looks for dependency of each test type. After defining the dependency, QA 

managers are mapping each test type to suitable test level referred by milestone, defined 

synchronized point to development process. The other way is that QA manager 
 

3.1. Test planning process 
 

Test planning process is developing master test plan (MTP) and level test plan (LTP). MTP and 

LTP are finally authorized by stakeholders. QA managers write MTP with some of test bases like 

product requirement plan, marketing requirement documents and product vision documents. We 

use test document template on IEEE 829 [4]. QA managers determine test strategy for their 

project and they think of test approach. 

 

After test strategy is established, QA managers focus on definition of quality for shipment of our 

target software product. The quality is classified by each quality sub-characteristics, “Table.1”. 

 

QA managers define test level to accomplish the definition of quality. Each test level also has 

quality definition classified by quality sub-characteristics and each test level has several test types 

to fit the definition and results of each test types becomes the evidence for each target quality 

classified by quality sub-characteristics, “Figure 2”. 

 

QA manager needs to control cost of testing for functionality characteristics doesn’t exceed 70% 

at total cost of all testing when QA manager define test types. This reason is that verification is 

not bias as functional test. 
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Table 1. Example of definition of quality requirement 
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There is two way to fit test types to each test level. One way is that QA managers list up test 

types at first and looks for dependency of each test type. After defining the dependency, QA 

managers are mapping each test type to suitable test level referred by milestone, defined 

synchronized point to development process. The other way is that QA managers define quality of 

each test level referred by milestone and look for the test types to meet. We choose the way 

whether development process is clear or not. After mapping of test types to test level, QA 

managers define quality characteristics for each test level like “Table 2”. 

 

QA managers also write organization of test teams, test bases, verification schedule, product and 

project risk, training plan, policy of criteria, policy of test development and used metrics from 

development process, to MTP referred by IEEE 829 template. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Outline of MTP developing process 
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Table 2. Mapping of quality characteristics to test levels 

 

 
 

After writing up MTP, QA managers start writing LTP. Basically LTP in our evaluation process 

is only acceptance test plan for each test level. Policy of criteria for acceptance test is defined on 

MTP. This acceptance test is entrance criteria whether we can start the test level or not. 

 

During QA managers write MTP and LTP, QA teams start test designs and analyse software 

product by test types. QA managers manage test designs with test management process. 

 

3.2. Acceptance test for test level 
 

Acceptance test is minimum set of all test types operated in the test level, “Table.3”. QA 

managers define the acceptance test made from all test types at target test level. We choose less 

than 10% of test cases from all test types with using stratification method. 

 

Our evaluation process defines period of acceptance test is within one week including all test 

execution and test analysis. This rule is we don’t spend much time if acceptance test is failed. 

 

According to this acceptance test, QA teams can reduce much rework because QA teams realize 

the situation of software quality under development project. QA teams can request quality 

improvement to the development with static testing if result of the acceptance test doesn’t reach 

the criteria. QA managers can plan and evaluate several times of acceptance test unless passing 

criteria. QA managers can change criteria policy for the acceptance test under negotiation with 

development teams. 

 

By acceptance test as this entrance criteria for test level, QA teams can execute several beta 

stages at same time even though QA teams finish prior beta stages. For example, our QA teams 

can execute beta1 stages and beta2 stages simultaneously unless both acceptance test is passed. 

This acceptance test as entrance criteria helps to reduce test cost. 
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Table 3. Example of acceptance test 

 

 

 
 

3.3. Test management process as monitoring and controlling verification 

 
After acceptance test is passed, QA teams execute all test types planned in the test level. Each test 

type has targeted quality sub-characteristics for guarantee. For example, performance test ensures 

Efficiency-Time Behaviour. 
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In test designing, QA teams develop test viewpoint for each test types. Test viewpoint is bird’s-

eye view representation to analyse test. We develop test viewpoint by design base or requirement 

base and we define quality sub-characteristics to all test viewpoint. So, all test cases derived from 

test viewpoint also have relationship with some quality sub-characteristics. 

 

QA managers check progress of text execution to each test type. Also, they manage bugs founded 

by those test types. Those bugs can also mapping to quality sub-characteristics because test cases 

have definition of quality sub-characteristics, “Table 4”. QA managers can analyse easily what 

kind of sub-characteristics is weak. 
 

Table 4. Example of found bugs at beta2 test stage 

 

 
 

Basically, definition of quality classified by quality characteristics is qualitative analysis, but, QA 

managers define pass rate and test density for each test type derived from development process. 

QA manages can analyse quality with both qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. 

 

Basically our test management process is no difference as usual test management process even 

though quality characteristics are key value indicator. QA managers focus on progress of both 

test design and test execution compared with plan and real progress. 

 

3.4. Testing for ‘Quality in Use’ 
 

Quality model on ISO/IEC 9126 defines ‘Quality in Use’, “Figure 3”. This quality characteristics 

needs ready to use software for operation and sustain. Lack of this quality rises total maintenance 

cost even though internal software quality is mature. But testing for ‘Quality in Use’ is difficult 

for ready to use software. One reason is our software customers use our products with other 

software and their own system, therefore, we can’t estimate benefit of our product easily. Another 

reason is characteristics at ‘Quality in Use’ is not defined within development project. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Definition of ‘Quality in Use’ 
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We solve this issue with defined method of ‘Manual based Testing’, “Figure 4”. The method 

manual based testing is not testing for user manual or some kind of documentations. The testing 

method is below three approach. 

 

• Define four actors referred by persona for developing product and use cases 

 

• Classify all functionalities by actors 

 

• List up view points for reading and searching manuals by actors 

 

We defines four actors: administrators, developers, power users and general users. Also, we 

believe some of functionalities used by specific actors and general users can’t distinguish 

between individual system and ready to use software. So, we verify whether each manuals are 

suitable for actors using by developing test cases. Using this method, we can check the quality 

whether concept of functionalities and user documentations are matched completely. We also 

define each use cases testing by actors. 

 

We believe unclear descriptions at manuals connect to lack of the quality, satisfaction 

characteristics. Confusing and vague functionalities meets lack of productivity characteristics. 

Also, Confusing manual is difficult to operate for administrators, it is considered to be lower 

safety. 

 

At finally, we can verify quality characteristics at ‘Quality in Use’ by results of manual based 

testing and use cases testing. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Concept of manual based testing method 

 

3.5. Test completion process 

 
A managers determine test level completion from result of each test type and verifies whether 

cause all bugs found at the test level are identified or not. QA managers can authorize completion 

of the test level when all condition of test completion defined by MTP are verified. 

 

QA manager can add extra test for quality improvement if QA managers judge QA team need to 

find remaining bugs. 
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At RC stage, QA managers make judge whether all quality definition written in MTP is 

completed entirely or not. QA managers can declare end of all test. 

 

Same as test management process, test completion process is no difference as usual process 

except we deal quality characteristics with analysis method. 

 

3.6. Quality report for customers 
 

After end of all test, QA managers write test report. Test report is summarized result of all test. 

QA managers write view of quality analysis classified by quality characteristics, as like bugs rate, 

“Figure 5” and test cases rate, ”Figure 6”. QA managers describe the reason whether the project 

is achieved the quality standard of our company for product releasement. The standard of our 

company has four rank starting from B to AAA as like automobile car safety integrity. For 

example, our quality standard of AAA needs that bugs rate is less than average of 3% through 

evaluation process, test density(test cases number per KS of source codes) than 50, and all quality 

characteristics are guaranteed with several test types. 

 

QA managers need to describe product quality covered with both qualitative analysis and 

quantitative analysis. All test results and data, especially performance test, multi-concurrent 

access testing and load verification, and results of acceptance test at each test level is put at 

appendix section. Those test results become evidence guaranteed to each quality characteristics. 

 

Our test report is finally authorized by stakeholders and becomes complete evidence of project. 

We also provide this test reports to our partners. The partners can easily judge our products’ 

quality and get variety of quality data at appendix section. Also, the partners can provide those 

quality data to customers who use or evaluate our developed products. 

 

 
Figure 5. Bug rates classification by quality sub-characteristics 
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Figure 6. Test cases ratio classification by quality sub-characteristic 

 

This approach of providing test reports with analysed quality characteristics for customers meets 

a part of concept of ISO/IEC 25051. According to this standard, customers can know risk, 

functional quality, performance, test results, existed bugs information before they buy or use 

ready to use software products. Our test report fits this think of the standard. 

 

Our products have already get approval of PSQ certification with our test reports in Japan. We 

believe our evaluation process and our test reports have much benefit for our customers. 
 

4. EFFORT AND BENEFIT OF OUR EVALUATION PROCESS 
 

Our evaluation process can fit any kind of development process unless development process for 

ready to use software products. We have already adapted on our evaluation process to 7 

development projects to release our software products. We can use the process both major release 

and minor release without no trouble. 

 

The process has traceability with quality characteristics for key value indicator between MTP 

with test reports. This process is unsynchronized to development process, therefore, it is easily to 

add the process to usual development process, as like V-model, scrum process or agile process. 

We think other companies which develop software products can use our evaluation process with 

their own development process. 

 

With using our evaluation process, we can reduce bugs found by our customers after releasement 

of our products and also total evaluation cost. We can estimate our evaluation cost by writing 

MTP and LTP in detail. QA teams can also develop test cases and execute the cases smoothly 

referred to MTP. QA teams reduce rework according to lack of quality. 
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The benefit of our evaluation process can easily provide quality analysis and metrics data based 

on quality characteristics. Our customers who receive our test reports can judge our products’ 

quality fairly to fit their corporate systems. We believe our test reports reduce cost of customers’ 

evaluation and validation whether our software products are suitable for their systems. 

 

5. LIMITATION 
 

Our evaluation process use quality characteristics based on ISO/IEC 9126-1. ISO/IEC 25051 is 

based on ISO/IEC 25000 series, SQuaRE [5]. Therefore, Compatibility or Security characteristics 

on ISO/IEC 25010 [6] are not fit our evaluation process. We need to change our quality 

characteristics to support ISO/IEC 25010. 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Our evaluation process starts how to provide quality data of our software products with easy 

understanding and fairly to our customers. We want to reduce our customers spend much cost 

and time for evaluation whether our software products fit their corporate systems. We use quality 

characteristics at ISO/IEC 9126-1 to solve this issue and develop unsynchronized evaluation 

process toward development process from test planning process for MTP to writing test reports. 

Our evaluation process uses quality characteristics for key value indicator and acceptance test for 

entrance criteria to verify progress of quality at each test level. By definition of test level, our 

evaluation process is unsynchronized toward development process and the process has flexibility 

to meet variety of development process. We believe many companies can use our way easily to 

provide quality information by their test reports. 

 

We have already started to support quality characteristics based on ISO/IEC 25010 to satisfy 

ISO/IEC 25051. According to ISO/IEC 25010, “Quality in use model” is defined with sub-

characteristics. We need to research mapping the characteristics at ‘Quality in Use’ to our use 

cases testing. Also, we need to improve manual based testing and define metrics for the testing. 

Approach of the testing method can improve quality both software and users manuals, but we 

believe much of unclear test description in the method. 

 

We have also developed detail process to comply ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119-2 [7] and also test 

documents are based on ISO/IEC/IEEE 29119-3 [8]. Our internal evaluation process, as like test 

planning process and monitoring and controlling process to comply this software test process. 

 

After our evaluation process supports those new standard, as like SQuaRE and ISO/IEC/IEEE 

29119, our process becomes key solution to comply ISO/IEC 25051. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper we present the use of a signal processing technique to find dominant channels in 

near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). Cross correlation is computed to compare measuring 

channels and identify delays among the channels. In addition, visual inspection was used to 

detect potential dominant channels. The results showed that the visual analysis exposed pain-

related activations in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) after stimulation which is 

consistent with similar studies and the cross correlation analysis found dominant channels on 

both cerebral hemispheres. The analysis also showed a relationship between dominant channels 

and neighbouring channels. Therefore, our results present a new method to detect dominant 

regions in the cerebral cortex using near-infrared spectroscopy. These results have also 

implications in the reduction of number of channels by eliminating irrelevant channels for the 

experiment. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Signal processing, functional response, time dependant, medical imaging analysis, fNIRS. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is an optical topography technique that enables non-invasive 

continuous monitoring of local hemodynamic response associated with cortical activity. NIRS 

has been applied in studies to assess cerebral functioning (functional NIRS or fNIRS) such as 

tasks on motor skills [1], processing of faces [2, 3] and language skills development in infants [4, 

5], or perception of pain [6,7]. However, the large number of channels (24, 48, or 52) used to 

measure simultaneously the brain activity in patients makes the analysis and post processing of 

brain signals a demanding task. For that reason, region of interest (ROI) of NIRS signals are of 

high importance. 
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In medical imaging, region of interest can be defined as a specific area (anatomical location) on a 

digital image that is designated to implement further examination. ROIs are of common use in 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) where activated regions are of particular interest. 

ROIs are defined on the hypothesis that the information is retained in activity patters among 

groups of neurons[8] and that across different patients there are regions in the human brain that 

exhibit the same functionality[9]. Poldrack[10] provides three reasons to select specific regions 

for further analysis. The first reason to perform a ROI analysis is to detect activity patterns across 

different conditions or variables. The second reason is to decrease the number of statistical tests 

to control for Type I error. The third purpose is to limit testing to a smaller region that is selected 

on the basis of functionally specific regions such as retinotopically organized regions in primary 

visual cortex or motion-sensitive regions in middle temporal cortex. In fMRI ROIs are defined 

either in terms of specific structural or functional features[8], however the best practice is to 

define ROIs for each subject based on their own anatomy[10].  

 

In functional near-infrared spectroscopy, regions of interest are also of use. ROI analysis can be 

done through analysis of channels (also called Channels of Interest or COI) which show a 

significant increase in the hemodynamic concentration after external stimulation compared to the 

base-line measurement. In the neurosciences field the changes in blood circulation by evoked 

stimulation is also known as “hemodynamic response”[11].  In the literature, there are diverse 

methods proposed to obtain region of interest in functional NIRS. For example, probabilistic 

mapping methods[12], contrast-to-noise-ratio (CNR)[13], principal component analysis 

(PCA)[5], or Cross-correlation analysis[7]. Nonetheless, these methods do not provide the 

dominant channel, and neither the relationship between the dominant channel and adjacent 

channels; these two features are important to reduce the number channels for further processing. 

 

For these reasons, this paper proposes a technique to identify the dominant channel in each 

cerebral hemisphere by using cross correlation analysis. In this study, we use a data set of 

cerebral hemodynamic responses from an acupuncture stimulation test on six subjects [7]. The 

analyses showed the existence of dominant channels, the association with neighbouring channels 

and the extent of the activated area in the brain cortex. 

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

2.1 Topography Equipment 
 

Data was obtained using the Hitachi ETG-4000 (Hitachi Medical Corporation) to investigate 

cerebral hemodynamics by NIRS. The measuring equipment utilises near infrared light to 

monitor cortical hemodynamics. NIR light is transmitted to the patient’s head using multiple 

optical fibre emitters (Fig. 1, red circles). The near infrared light penetrates head tissue and bone 

to reach the cerebral cortex. Some NIR light is absorbed by hemoglobin, while the non-absorbed 

light is reflected to the source, where it is sampled by an optical detector (Fig. 1, blue circles). 

The NIR light between emitters and detectors is sampled at a given time point named channels 

(Fig. 1, numbered squares). Because the absorption of NIR light of Oxy-hemoglobin (HbO) and 

Deoxy-hemoglobin (HbR), two wavelengths of light (695 and 830 nm) are needed for their 

continuous monitoring; while total hemoglobin (HbT) is calculated as the difference between 

HbO and HbR. The sample frequency used in this experiment was of 10 samples per second. The 

probe configuration used for this study was using two probes of 12 channels to measure 

neurologic activity. The measurement area examined is the bilateral motor cortex area, as we 
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expected to obtain hemodynamic response in the somatosensory cortex area (S1)[14, 15]. 

According to the international EEG 10-20 system[16], the probes were centred on the C3 and C4 

position. Fig. 1 shows the 24-channel configuration used in the study, channels 1 to 12 represent 

the right hemisphere, while channels 13 to 24 represent the left hemisphere. 

 

2.2 Participants and Experimental Protocol 

 
Six healthy right-handed subjects (2 females, 4 males) were examined in the experiments, age 

range 25 to 35 years (mean age 27.8) old were included. Written consent was obtained from all 

participants prior to initiation of the experiments. Subjects with a history of a significant medical 

disorder, a current unstable medical condition, or currently taking any medication, were 

excluded. All participants were explained about the acupuncture procedure and manipulations, 

and the subjects had the opportunity to stop the procedure at any time if needed. In addition, all 

the subjects reported that never had used any type of acupuncture treatment in the past. 

 

 
Figure 1. Channel configuration, right hemisphere (channels 1-12) and left hemisphere (channels 13-24). 

The experiments were designed by the School of Oral Medicine of Taipei Medical University 

(TMU, Taiwan) in collaboration with the University Of Canberra (UC, Australia). The study and 

methods were carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the declaration of Helsinki and 

approved by full-board review process of the TMU-Joint Institutional Review Board under 

contract number 201307010. All experiments were carried out at TMU in a quiet, temperature 

(22-24o) and humidity (40-50%) controlled laboratory room. The experiments were done in the 

morning (10:00am-12:00pm) and each experiment lasted around 30 minutes. Quantitative data 

was collected using the ETG-4000 with the patients sat down in an ergonomic chair near the 

topography system (Fig. 2, left panel). 

 

In order to obtain stimulation-related activation in the cerebral cortex, acupuncture was used to 

induce pain stimulation in a safe manner. Brand new acupuncture needles were used for each 

experiment, and using traditional Chinese acupuncture techniques that were performed by an 

acupuncturist of TMU Hospital. The puncture point used for stimulation was the “Hegu Point”, 

located on top of the hand, between the thumb and forefinger (Fig. 2, right panel). This point was 

used because it is an area of easy access and the hand can be set aside while the patient is relaxed 

on the chair. Each patient was punctured on both hands, each hand on separate days; each hand 

was treated as a separated experiment[7]. The acupuncture procedure consisted of three types of 

acupuncture stimulations (tasks). Each task lasted 5 seconds and after each stimulation a resting 

time (Rt) of 30 seconds was done. The first stimulation is needle insertion (T1), the three 
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following stimulations are needle twirl to increase Qi (T2), and the last stimulation is needle 

removal (T3). The complete data set was used as primary source to assess our dominant channel 

identification method. 

 

2.3 Time-Dependant Cross Correlation 

 
In signal processing, cross correlation is used to calculate the temporal similarity between two 

signals. In the NIRS context, cross correlation is employed to compare NIRS signals and to 

identify the dominant channels on both hemispheres. The cross correlation function was 

computed between channels 1-12 in the right probe and 13-24 in the left probe. This measure of 

temporal similarity of two signals can be done by computing a time-shifting along one of the 

input signals. The cross correlation between two waveforms x(t) and y(t) can be defined as 

follows: r���τ� = ∑ x�t�y�t − τ�∞
∞ . Where τ is the time-lag between x(t) and y(t), the value of 

r�� denotes the difference (lag/lead) between channel signal y(t) and channel signal x(t). The 

cross correlation value between two channels in the same probe is done after each stimulation 

from -40 sec to +40 sec at a rate of 10 samples per second. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Left image shows a subject wearing the multi-channel probe next to the spectroscopy equipment. 

Right image presents the acupuncture needle in the “Hegu point”. 

 

2.4 Evaluation Approach 

To evaluate our experiment, visual inspection can be done on activation patterns in both 

hemispheres and will be focus on locating potential dominant areas. The visual analysis will be 

carried out by configuring the NIRS data following the channel configuration shown in Fig 1. 

This analysis will also provide evidence of cortical activity that is associated with the 

stimulation-related sensory processing in the brain cortex. 
 

3. RESULTS 
 

3.1 Visual Pattern Identification 

 
It was possible to depict activated regions in the NIRS data by visual inspection. Fig. 3 presents 

the colour representation of three sequential images from the right (Ch1-Ch12) and left (Ch13-

Ch24) hemispheres of subject four (male, 26 year old); only needle insertion task (T1) is 

presented in this study because it was the strongest stimulation reported by all subjects. The 

images were taken every five seconds after external stimulation, subject and sampling time were 
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chosen for graphic purposes. Two events were observed, the existence of a dominant area and the 

propagation delay of activated areas in the brain cortex. These findings were consistent in all 

participants and on both hemispheres. 

 

In the identification of dominant areas two situations can be noticed, the single-dominant region 

and the multi-dominant region. In the first case, the single-dominant region is when the dominant 

area is very evident and stands out among other regions. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 

3A, the area around Ch7 (dotted oval) is very evident that this region has a higher response to 

external stimulus as compared to other areas. The second case is when the data have a multi-

dominant response to evoked pain. Fig. 3B shows an example of this case, two main regions can 

be observed; the brain response is greater around Ch19 and Ch18. In this case the selection of a 

dominant channel is not as evident as the single-region case. In both cases, the selection of a 

dominant channel is made by visual perception; however in the multi-dominant response, another 

method is needed to identify the dominant channel. 

 

After the initial visual analysis, a delay between the dominant area and surrounding areas was 

also eminent. This is evident in Fig. 3A, around Ch7 the magnitude of HbO traces is higher and 

seems to be the centre of propagation towards adjacent channels in posterior images. For 

example, in Fig. 3A-I, the area around Ch7 appears to be slightly more active than the rest of the 

channels. However, after five seconds (Fig. 3A-II) the activation has increased and reached Ch5 

and Ch10. In the last image (Fig. 3A-III), the activation is stronger than previous image and 

radiation pattern expanded to neighbouring channels Ch2, Ch4, Ch9, and Ch12. This 

phenomenon suggests a strong relationship between Ch7 and surrounding channels. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Visual analysis. A) Single dominant pattern. B) Multi-dominant pattern. Three images were taken 

every five seconds after stimulation. Dotted circles show the dominant region. Cortical activity was 

initially started in a small region and extended to surrounding areas. 
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3.2 Cross Correlation Signal Processing 

 
Based on the assumption that a dominant channel and a relationship among the channels exist, 

the cross correlation analysis was computed to examine these two ideas. Fig. 4 shows the results 

of two cross correlation comparisons of two channels, Ch7 (Fig. 4A) and Ch16 (Fig. 4B) on right 

and left cerebral hemispheres respectively, from subject four after the acupuncture stimulus. 

 

Detecting the dominant channel in dominant regions was done by comparing the lags between 

potential dominant channel and the rest of the channels. The detection was carried out by 

correlating the delay times between possible dominant channel and the rest of channels in that 

hemisphere. Fig. 4A shows the cross correlation analysis and confirmed that the region around 

Ch7 was the dominant area. It was also found that Ch5, and Ch10 have no time delay (τ =0.0 sec) 

with Ch7, which suggests that these three channels are positioned over a potential region of 

interest due to the strong activation after stimulation. Moreover, cross correlation analysis of the 

opposite hemisphere (Fig. 4B) clarified the impression of having two dominant regions after 

visual analysis. This result illustrated that Ch16 lead the rest of the channels for this particular 

subject and experiment. It was also found that Ch18 (τ =+0.8 sec) and Ch19 (τ =+0.3 sec) have 

minimum lags against Ch16, which rejects the idea of having two separate dominant areas with 

high response to the external stimulation. Therefore, we can tell that for subject 4 (n=4), Ch16 is 

the dominant channel on the left hemisphere. As a result, it is possible to tell that the dominant 

channel is the measuring channel with the fastest answer after external stimulation; and in most 

of the cases within this experiment, the dominant channel is the channel with the strongest HbO 

response after noxious stimulation. 

 
 

Figure 4. Cross correlation comparison of dominant channel and surrounding channels from subject four. 

A) Time-dependant evaluation of Ch7 and neighbouring channels. B) Time-dependant comparison 

between Ch16 and neighbouring channels. 

Cross correlation signal processing was also used to determine the relationship between dominant 

channels and neighbouring channels. For instance, the results from subject four (n=4) showed 

that Ch7 and surrounding channels have a small lag time that confirms that NIRS signals in 

dominant regions travel to surrounding regions. Fig. 5 presents the delays between channels on 

both hemispheres, we can see (Fig.5A) that region formed by Ch2, Ch4, Ch5, Ch7, Ch9, Ch10 

and C12 has near cero delay (τ ≈ 0 sec), while opposite channels Ch1, Ch3, Ch6, Ch8, Ch11 

present a bigger delay against Ch7. This propagation is a clear indication of the relationship of 
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NIRS signals between dominant channel and neighbouring channels. We can also see that 

channels (red squares) with small delays with dominant channel present a higher activation, while 

channels with larger delays belong to areas with limited activation (blue squares). This can be 

observed similarly in the left hemisphere as showed in Fig. 5B. 

 
Figure 5. Cross correlation signal processing. Propagation time between activated areas (red) and less 

active channels (blue). A) right hemisphere. B) left hemisphere. 

These results suggest that brain hemodynamic signals have a progressive movement from 

dominant regions towards peripheral regions. It is also important to note that the results after 

following stimulations (tasks) remained very similar, however, the lag and lead times between 

channels were slightly smaller. This situation can be explained by the fact that the first 

stimulation produced the strongest response in all the acupuncture experiment. 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

 
In the present study, we have used cross correlation signal processing to identify dominant 

channels in functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). Cross correlation analysis finds the 

dominant region based on the lag times between channels and also provides an estimation of the 

relationship between channels. The visual inspection also corroborated the propagation effect and 

dominant patterns in the NIRS data. 

 

We first used visual inspection of the stimulation-related activation patterns in the brain cortex to 

obtain an initial assessment of dominant channels. It was expected to obtain activation in 

functional areas where the cortical representation of pain is involved. It was noted that the brain 

response increased around the area of channel 7 (Ch7) on the right hemisphere and the area of 

channel 19 (Ch19) on the left hemisphere in all the subjects; being these two areas part of the 

postcentral gyrus in the parietal lobe. The postcentral gyrus is the location of the primary 

somatosensory cortex (S1), area that has been reported to be involved with the perception and 

modulation of painful somatosensory sensations[15]. It is also important to note that the cortical 

activation following the acupuncture stimulation was obtained on both hemispheres (bilateral S1 

activation). These findings are in line with previous results [15, 17]. However, other studies in 

pain stimulation have reported that pain activation can be also detected in the secondary 

somatosensory cortex (S2), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and insular cortex (IC)[14, 18, 19]. 
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Based on this preliminary analysis, we expected to find ROIs in these areas and also confirmed 

the validity of our overall acupuncture experiment.  

 

Cross correlation between channels was calculated to identify dominant channels and the 

relationship among channels. The analysis exhibited the existence of delays between channels, 

not only in the region of interest but also in the whole measuring probe. These delays between 

signals indicate that leading signals are dominant channels and based on the delays between 

channels, it is possible to say that the delays represent the movement of activated areas to 

surrounding areas. Moreover, our results showed that the dominant channel is one of the channels 

with the highest response to external stimulation. 

 

An important result from the cross correlation analysis is that the number of control signals can 

be reduced by eliminating irrelevant channels. For example, channels with very small activation 

after stimulus can be excluded from the data base since they fail to represent any interaction 

within the experiment. Therefore, signal processing techniques such as cross correlation are of 

importance to find relevant channels that truly represent activations after stimulus. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In conclusion, this study presents an analysis of near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) signals by 

cross correlation. The cross correlation analysis exhibited the dominant channels in the region of 

interest on both hemispheres, and found that is the channel with the fastest response to external 

stimuli and with a very strong activation after stimulus. The results also showed that the time lags 

of the hemoglobin signals represent a relationship between dominant channel and neighbouring 

channels; these delays can be seen as the delay of localized cerebral blood flow from dominant 

areas traveling to surrounding areas. In addition, after a visual inspection, it was found that the 

acupuncture stimulation resulted in bilateral activation in the primary somatosensory region (S1) 

in all subjects. Based on the evaluations, our analysis successfully showed the region of interests 

and visualizes them as the apparent motion of cortical activity from dominant channel. Therefore, 

our results present a new method to detect region of interest in functional near-infrared 

spectroscopy.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper, we propose a novel fast video search algorithm for large video database. 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) has been reported which can be reliably applied to 

object detection, especially pedestrian detection. We use HOG based features as a feature 

vector of a frame image in this study. Combined with active search, a temporal pruning 

algorithm, fast and robust video search can be achieved. The proposed search algorithm has 

been evaluated by 6 hours of video to search for given 200 video clips which each length is 15 

seconds. Experimental results show the proposed algorithm can detect the similar video clip 

more accurately and robust against Gaussian noise than conventional fast video search 

algorithm. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Fast search, Video database, HOG Features  

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In recent years, video content becomes commonplace on the web and the size of video database 

quickly increases due to rapid developments of internet connection and disk storage technology 

in recent years. Video retrieval has become a hot area of research in current. Video search is an 

important problem in this area because it has a wide range of applications such as TV 

commercials detection [1], video copyright enforcement [2],[3], video clustering and so on. In 

this paper, video search means when a user presents a query video clip to the search engine, the 

search engine should identify all similar ones, that is to say, accurately locate the position of 

query video clip if it exists in the video database. 
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Many video search algorithms [7]-[10] have been proposed, and achieves successes to a certain 

extent. But such algorithms, however, are computational-power hungry for the exhaustive search 

of large video database. For large video database, Search speed is an important issue of video 

search. Base on active search [4], a temporal pruning algorithm, Kashino et al. [1] improved the 

conventional multimedia search algorithm. Nevertheless, their feature extraction utilizes intensity 

features of the frame image, so the results may be sensitive to small change of luminance and 

motion in the frame. In this paper, we utilizes a new feature based on Histogram of Oriented 

Gradients (HOG) [5] features, which had been reliably applied to object detection, especially 

pedestrian detection [6][11]. It has the following advantages: computational simplicity, motion-

insensitivity and luminance-insensitivity. Because such a feature is compatible with active search 

algorithm, fast search speed can also be achieved by combining HOG based features and active 

search. 

 
Figure 1. Processing steps of HOG based features. 

 

In section 2, we will first introduce HOG based features, and then describe fast video search 

algorithm we employ in section 3. Experimental results compared to conventional search 

approach will be discussed in section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in section 5. 

 
2. HOG BASED FEATURES       
 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [5] features has been developed for object recognition 

previously.  Figure 1 shows the processing steps of HOG based features.  In HOG, for each pixel 

of an input image, the intensity difference of the horizontally adjacent pixels (fx) and the intensity 

difference of the vertically adjacent pixels (fy) are first calculated by using simple subtraction 

operations shown as formula (1), (2). 

 

�� = ���, � + 1
 − ���, � − 1
            (1) 
 
�� = ��� + 1, �
 − ��� − 1, �
                   (2) 
 

 = �����
��

��
                                       (3) 

 

Each intensity variation vector is then quantized simply by the oriented angle calculated by 

formula (3). The number of vectors quantized in each quantization region is counted and a 

histogram is generated. 
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The essence of HOG based features above can be considered that the operation detects and 

quantizes the direction of intensity variation in the image blocks. Hence HOG based features 

contain very effective image feature information. We will describe how to apply it as feature 

vector of frame to solving the fast video search problem in next section. 

 

3. PROPOSED VIDEO SEARCH ALGORITHM 
 

The procedure of proposed fast search algorithm is shown in figure 2. In the pre-processing stage, 

the feature vectors are calculated from the query video clip and the video database HOG method 

described in section 2. The feature vectors are then quantized using VQ algorithm which applied 

quantization by combinations of scalar quantization (SVQ) for each feature dimension [1]. In the 

search stage, the windows are applied to both the query feature vectors and the feature vectors of 

video database. In the next step, the number of vectors quantized in the windows of the query 

video clip and video database are counted and feature vector histograms are created respectively. 

The similarity between these histograms is then calculated. If the similarity exceeded a threshold 

value given previously, the query video clip will be detected and located. Otherwise, the window 

on the video database will be skipped to the next position determined by the similarity in current 

position and the threshold value. In the last step, the window on the video database is shifted 

forward in time and the search proceeds. 

 
 

Figure 2.  The procedure of proposed fast search algorithm 

 

Here, histogram intersection is used as the similarity measure [4], and is defined as formula (4). 
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where hQl, hDl are the numbers of feature vectors contained in the l-th bin of the histograms for 

the query and the stored signal, respectively, L is the number of histogram bins, and N is the total 

number of feature vectors contained in the histogram. The skip width w is shown by formula (5). 
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where floor(x) means the greatest integral value less than x, and θ is a given threshold. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
We performed all of the experiments on a conventional PC @ 3.2GHz (4G memory). The 

algorithm was implemented in ANSI C. We used 6 hours of video captured from TV program. In 

the experiment, the video frame rate was 14.97 fps, and image size was 80*60 as shown in table 

I. 

 
Tabel I: Parameters of Video dataset. 

 

Video content News, drama, sports etc. 

Video length 
Query video clips: 15s * 200 

Video database sequence: 6 hours 

Frame rate 14.98 fps 

Frame number 
Query video clips: 15s * 200 

Video database sequence: 6 hours 

Image format PPM 

Capture size 80*60 

 

We captured 6 hours of video twice, one for video database sequence and the other for query 

video clips. Query video clips were generated by selecting video clips randomly for 200 times 

from the second video. Then we can perform search for 200 video clips from 6 hours of video. 

The threshold θ  is 0.7 determined by preparing experiments according to FAR and FRR curve, 

which will be discussed later. 

We utilized a 1-hour video sequence by selecting randomly from the second video to determine 

boundary threshold which were used to implement scalar VQ process (SVQ).  

 

To suit the search task, quantization levels of HOG are set at 8 in θ -axis (totally 9) in the feature 

extraction stage. Thus, the number of histogram bins is total 512. Similarity calculation between 

the feature vector histograms will be quite faster compared with conventional algorithm which 

number of histogram bins is 4096. 

 

4.1. Image Features of Conventional Algorithm 

In conventional algorithm [1], they use small scaled images as video features. An image feature 

vector is defined as formula (6). 

 

))(,)(,),(()( 1 kgkgkgkg Wj ⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅=             (6) 
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where k is the frame number, j is the division number of the subimages, and W is the number of 

subimages. The gj(k) is the normalized intensity and is defined as formula (7), where )(kx j  is the 

average intensity in the j-th subsection. 
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Figure 3.  The example of search result. 

 

4.2. Experimental Results 
 

Figure 3 shows an example of result in 200 times search. The red ellipse marks the correct 

location of detected query video clip. Results of search accuracy are shown in figure 4. Search 

accuracy is shown as a function of window size. The perfect accuracy of 100% is obtained when 

window size is given 30sec. But even if window size decreases to 2sec, the accuracy still remains 

98%.  

 

We also compared our algorithm with the algorithm which does not utilize active search (full 

search), and conventional fast search algorithm described in section 4.1. Table II gives the 

approximate computational cost of the algorithms. As descried above, the number of histogram 

bins is total 512 in our proposed algorithm, 8 times smaller than that of conventional algorithm. 

From Table I, we can see the search time costs only 70ms, which is 271 times faster than full 

search, and also 6.7 times faster than the conventional fast search algorithm. 

 

We also investigated the robustness of image features used in respective algorithms by adding 

Gaussian noise to the query video clips. Figure 5 shows how the search accuracy changes with 

the amount of noises. The curves with trigonal mark and foursquare mark stand for proposed 

algorithm and conventional algorithm, respectively. Our proposed algorithm achieves higher 

search accuracy than conventional algorithm. Although the search accuracy decreases with 
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increase the amount of Gaussian noises, it can be said that proposed algorithm is more robust for 

video search task than the conventional approach. 

Table I: Approximate Computational Cost (CPU time). 

Stage Full search Conventional Proposed algorithm 

Feature Extraction 540sec 540sec 550sec 

VQ processing 50ms 50ms 35ms 

Search 19sec 470ms 70ms 

 

 
Figure 5.  Gaussian noise vs search accuracy. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Window size vs. search 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
By using a new feature based on HOG based features, we present a fast and robust video search 

algorithm for video clips from large video database. The proposed search algorithm has been 
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evaluated by 6 hours of video to search for 200 video clips. Experimental results show that search 

time costs only 70ms, which is 271 times faster than full search, and also 6.7 times faster than the 

conventional fast search algorithm. Furthermore, proposed algorithm is more robust against 

Gaussian noise for video search task than the conventional approach. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Multiagent Systems are autonomous intelligent systems. In many academic institutions student 

admissions are performed after generating merit lists. Generation of merit lists is preceded by 

manual scrutiny of admission forms. This manual scrutiny is a knowledge-intensive, tedious and 

error-prone task. In this paper the design, implementation and testing of Multiagent System for 

Scrutiny of Admission Forms (MASAF) using Automatic Knowledge Capture is presented. 

MASAF consists of three agents namely: Form agent, Record agent, and Scrutiny agent. These 

three agents, using  ontology, cooperatively fulfill the goal of  highlighting the    discrepancies 

in filled forms. MASAF has been tested by scrutinizing about 1000 forms and all of 

discrepancies found were correct as verified by human scrutinizer. Thus it can be concluded 

that using Multiagent system for scrutiny of forms can reduce human intervention, improve 

performance in terms of speed and accuracy. The system can be enhanced to automatically 

correct the discrepancies in forms. 
 

KEYWORDS 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

An Agent is a software entity that can automatically perceive environment and can behave 

reactively as well as proactively with social ability. Multiagent System is distributed artificial 

intelligence system in which a number of agents interact with each other to achieve the desired 

objectives. A global solution arises from cooperation amongst these agents but no one agent is 

capable of solving the problem. Thus agents are well suited for solving the problems which are 

knowledge intensive and distributive in nature. 

 

In academic institutions before actual admissions take place a merit list of admission seekers is 

generated. Merit list is generated on the basis of certain parameters such as marks in qualifying 
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examination. These parameters are course specific. The information about these parameters is 

obtained from the forms. The next step is to verify the information provided in the forms. This 

scrutiny is done by responsible persons of institution on the basis of documents attached along 

with forms. Thus scrutiny is a tedious, error-prone and knowledge intensive task. There is a need 

to automate the above task and this is feasible   by employing agents to capture knowledge 

automatically from the web and to compare with the information available in the forms. Such an 

automated system based on agents with knowledge capturing capabilities is presented in this 

paper and referred to as MASAF in the rest of the paper. Section 2 highlights the review of 

literature. Design of MASAF is presented in section 3. Section 4 includes implementation details, 

testing and results. Section 5 contains conclusions and scope for future work. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 
In this section work performed by many researchers related to Multiagent system and 

applications in academics and knowledge capture is reviewed and presented. 

 

The authors in [1] present knowledge and information network approach for managing research 

assets in a knowledge-oriented organization using a Multiagent system. The integration of 

existing knowledge and information technologies to develop new ways to manage scientific and 

technical knowledge in modern organizations is the challenge addressed in this article. 

 

Multi-Agent System for University Course Timetable Scheduling: MAS_UP-UCT is described in 

[2]. The problem is divided into two sub problems: 1. Faculty course timetable scheduling (which 

involves only allocation of course day and time), and 2. University course rooms allocation 

(which involves allocation of rooms for courses). Four types of agents are used by the system: 

Main Scheduler Agent (MSA), Faculty Scheduler Agent (FSA), Expert Assistant Agent (EAA), 

and Personal Agent (PA). Each faculty has a FSA which has to schedule the courses of that 

faculty. 

 

The details of Campus Automation Web Information System (CAWIS) project is discussed in 

[3]. The Multi agent System is used for course planning, resource allocation, class timetabling, 

and office allocation, exam scheduling and other administrative and organizational activities of 

the university. The six basic agents defined are: (i) Students Agent (ii) Training and Learning 

Agent (iii) Lecturer Agent  (iv) Infrastructure Agent (v) Task Agent (vi) Strategical / Goal Agent 

. 

 

In [4] authors explain how wrappers are able to accept a query against the source and return a set 

of structured   results, thus enabling applications to access web data in a similar manner to that of 

information from databases. A significant problem in this approach arises as Web sources may 

undergo changes that invalidate the current wrappers. Thus authors have presented novel 

heuristics and algorithms to address this problem. 

 

In [5] Authors present their experience in building Information Retrieval (IR) systems using 

Multiagent technology. In particular they presented their results in using X.MAS, a generic 

Multiagent architecture aimed at retrieving, filtering and reorganizing information according to 

user interests. 
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3. DESIGN OF MULTIAGENT SYSTEM FOR SCRUTINY OF ADMISSION 

FORMS (MASAF) 

 
In this section roles and responsibilities of agents, ontology design, agents’ design and agent 

interaction are discussed. 

 
3.1 Agents and their Responsibilities 

Based on requirement to achieve goals as specified in goal diagram (created using agent tool [6]) 

shown in Figure 1, three agents are defined in MASAF model: Form agent, Record agent and 

Scrutiny agent. These three agents  together perform the job of persons who are responsible for 

checking a list of application forms for validity of various fields by verifying certificates, marks 

lists and other documents and pointing out the discrepancies observed. 

 

The Multiagent model of MASAF is shown in Figure 2. MASAF mainly consists of three agents 

but fourth agent gateway agent is kept as mediator between user and system thus it is not 

considered as part of the system itself. In the model the capabilities possessed by all the three 

agents are shown with ‘possess’ tag. Three agents are chosen because there are three cohesive 

tasks which need to be performed namely: retrieving applications, capturing knowledge about 

key fields and comparison of information. Individual responsibilities of these three agents are as 

follows: 

 

Form Agent:  

 

This agent retrieves the applications one by one from the website (in case third party is 

employed), or database of the organisation which is going to admit the students and save it in the 

database specifically created for MASAF. The key fields like roll number of qualifying 

examination, year of passing are communicated to the next agent i.e. record agent using Agent           

Communication Language (ACL) messages. 

 

Record Agent:  

 

Based on the key field values received from form agent the record agent logs on to relevant 

websites such as the board/university in which student studied. From these websites record agent 

captures knowledge about various attributes of the candidate like total marks, subjects studied 

etc. These attributes contribute to assignment of different weightages in the creation of merit list. 

The captured knowledge is kept in database as well as communicated to scrutiny agent using 

ACL messages. 

 

Scrutiny Agent:  

 

The scrutiny agent performs the comparison of information in the application forms, stored in 

local database, with that communicated by record agent. On the basis of comparison Scrutiny 

agent points out discrepancies (if any) present in the application forms. 

 

Thus the scrutiny of applications by accessing relevant data, verifying and highlighting 

discrepancies is performed with the cooperative and joint efforts of all the three agents in 

MASAF.  
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Figure 1. Goal diagram for MASAF 

 
Figure 2. Agent Model for MASAF 

3.2 Ontology Design 

In the context of knowledge sharing and agent communication, the term ontology is used as 
a specification of a conceptualization. That is, an ontology is a description (like a formal 
specification of a program) of the concepts and relationships that can exist for an agent or a 
community of agents. In MASAF Ontology is stored in a frame-based knowledge model [7] .This 
model consists of classes i.e. concepts in the domain of discourse, slots i.e. properties or 
attributes of these classes and Facets which describe properties of slots. The design of the 
ontology for MASAF is called AcademicOntology. Conforming the model the following Agent 
Actions are defined: 

• StartRetrievingForms, i.e. start retrieval of forms from website. 

• StartRetrievingRecords i.e. start capturing knowledge about admission seekers. 

• StartScrutiny i.e. start finding discrepancies in forms (if any) 

The agent actions use both concepts and relations. The following primitive concepts are defined: 

 

• Form: An entity which contains entire information about individual admission seeker. 

 

• PrimInfo: Primitive Information about admission seeker required to capture knowledge 

about him/her from web. 
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• CourseWeightage: Contains information about which course has weightage related to 

which particular subject of previous class. 

 

• Discrepancy: Contains information about kind of discrepancy (if any) present in filled 

form. 

 

• CaptKnowledge: Contains knowledge captured about particular candidate from web. 

 

 

Figure 3. Partial Ontology for MASAF 

The following relations are defined: ‘According’ between Form and Course i.e. form is given 

weightage according to particular course. ‘Has’ between Form and Discrepancy i.e. form has a 

particular discrepancy. ‘Contains’ between Form and PrimInfo. The ontology classes developed 

using protégé tool are shown in Figure 3. 

 

3.3 Agent Design 

The design of three agents internal to the system along with design of gateway agent which is 

external to the system is separately presented as follows: 

 

Form Agent: Form agent is comprised of one shot behavior which is triggered whenever user 

asks to start the scrutiny. Form agent’s one shot behavior when triggered goes to website or 

database of organisation to find out whether any new forms have arrived and if they have, it 

retrieves those forms and store them in system specific database. Form agent decides whether a 
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form is new or not by checking whether form with same form number is present in system’s 

database already or not. However while retrieving forms form agent keeps sending values of key 

fields to record agent so that it can keep working in parallel. 

 

Record Agent: This agent implements the cyclic behavior i.e. whenever form agent sends key 

fields this agent starts its work on the basis of these key fields. Firstly this agent on the basis of 

previous board/university wraps up the website of that board/university. Wrapping simply means 

controlling the website by means of code rather than by human [4]. After that it retrieves detailed 

record of the student from website on the basis of roll number. Detailed record retrieved contains 

knowledge on the basis of which scrutiny takes place. The attributes in detailed record include 

total marks, subjects studied, subjects passed and so on. In order to retrieve information about 

various attributes of student this agent has to parse the detailed record page of different board 

websites. Parsing is required because data presented in websites is semi-structured in nature. So 

agent makes use of defined algorithm to capture required knowledge from semi-structured 

information in web page. This knowledge is passed to scrutiny agent as well as saved in system’s 

database for future reference. 

 

Scrutiny Agent: This agent implements cyclic behavior, i.e. whenever request for scrutiny 

comes this agent  executes behavior of verifying information in application form with that 

provided by record agent. If there are any discrepancies they are reported to the user and also 

saved in database for future reference. 

 

Gateway Agent: This agent acts as a mediator between user interface and MASAF. This agent 

passes requests made on user interface to the system by converting the request into proper ACL 

messages and returns results to user interface from MASAF which are in different format than to 

be shown on user interface. 

 

3.4 Agent Interaction 
 

The three agents in MASAF communicate with each other using Agent communication Language 

(ACL) messages on the basis of predefined ontology. ACL is a specification by Foundation for 

Intelligence Agents (FIPA) for intercommunication of agents. 

 

In MASAF model firstly gateway agent sends ACL message to form agent with intention 

REQUEST, action specifying ‘StartFormRetrieval’ and content containing  ontology concept 

‘CourseWeightage’ class which specify course for which scrutiny to take place. 

 

Further Form agent sends ACL message to Record agent with intention REQUEST, action 

specifying ‘StartRecordsRetrieval’ and content containing ontology concept ‘PrimInfo’ which 

contains key fields. 

 

In next interaction record agent sends ACL message to scrutiny agent with intention REQUEST, 

action specifying ‘StartScrutiny’ and content containing ontology class ‘CaptKnowledge’ which 

contains values of key attributes. On the basis of provided information scrutiny agent verifies 

application form and saves discrepancies and sends them to gateway agent as ACL message with 

content having ‘Discrepancy’ ontology class. The gateway agent finally retrieves information 

from this class and shows it on user interface. Interaction amongst agents expressed in Agent 

Unified Modelling Language is shown in Figure 4. 
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  Figure 4. Interaction diagram of agents

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
In section 4.1 tools and techniques used for creation of MASAF are discussed and in section 4.2 

testing and results are presented.

 

4.1 Tools and Techniques 

Agents are created in Java Agent Development Environment (JADE). User interface of the 

system is provided by means of Java 

is working as a mediator between Java EE user interface and multiagent system created on JADE 

platform. Agents Communicate with each other using messages created using Agent 

Communication Language (ACL) frame

 

 

In order to retrieve data from websites both form and record agent use similar technique. This 

technique involves wrapping the website [4] and parsing the semi
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Figure 4. Interaction diagram of agents 

 

niques used for creation of MASAF are discussed and in section 4.2 

testing and results are presented. 

Agents are created in Java Agent Development Environment (JADE). User interface of the 

system is provided by means of Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) Servlets. JADE Gateway agent 

is working as a mediator between Java EE user interface and multiagent system created on JADE 

Communicate with each other using messages created using Agent 

ACL) framework which is available with JADE. 

Figure 5. Results of Scrutiny 

In order to retrieve data from websites both form and record agent use similar technique. This 

technique involves wrapping the website [4] and parsing the semi-structured data in HTML and 
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niques used for creation of MASAF are discussed and in section 4.2 

Agents are created in Java Agent Development Environment (JADE). User interface of the 

Enterprise Edition (Java EE) Servlets. JADE Gateway agent 

is working as a mediator between Java EE user interface and multiagent system created on JADE 

Communicate with each other using messages created using Agent 

 

In order to retrieve data from websites both form and record agent use similar technique. This 

structured data in HTML and 
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retrieving the required information from it. Tool used for wrapping the websites is java package 

Selenium. For efficient parsing of semi-structured data JavaSoup package for java is used. The 

user interface provided by the system is web-interface. 

 

Thus requests can be made to system and results can be seen from system through a web browser. 

Agents run in the backend on the server in order to deliver the results on the user Interface. A 

screenshot of User Interface is shown in Figure 5. Analysis and design of MASAF is depicted 

using agenttool [6]. Ontology is developed using open source software tool protégé [7]. 

4.2 Testing and Results 

 MASAF is tested for the admissions of Bachelor of computer Applications (BCA) an 
undergraduate course run in Government colleges, Chandigarh, India. 997 student applications 
are processed by the system and discrepancies are highlighted correctly. MASAF with the help of 
Form Agent read all the filled in forms and saved them in local database according to pre-
specified ontology. After retrieving necessary information from the form, record agent retrieved 
information of all admission seekers from three different online sites, namely: Central board of 
School Education (CBSE), Haryana Board of School Education (HSEB), and Punjab School 
Education board (PSEB).  

The sample results of scrutiny are shown in Figure 5 highlighting the discrepancies. For example 

student with form number ‘A50711’ and name Nikhil sharma has filled different weightage in 

form than captured from the web. Weightage ( in form) column specifies weightage mentioned in 

the form, Weightage ( based on dmc) column specifies weightage on the basis of knowledge 

captured from the website and discrepancy is specifically mentioned in difference column as for 

this instance ‘only weightage is different’. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE OF FUTURE WORK 

 
Multiagent system due to the properties of proactive, reactive and social ability can perform a 

number of knowledge intensive tasks without much human intervention. The MASAF performed 

scrutiny of 997 applications in about one hour which otherwise would have completed by seven 

persons in one week. Thus the system is dependable and efficient. The system can be extended to 

rectify any discrepancies if found in forms thus generating the merit list automatically. For this 

correction agent could be introduced with required functionality which would remove all the 

discrepancies in the forms. 
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ABSTRACTS 

 

To reduce the damage from fire disaster, demand for automatic detection system by using 

computer vision technique is increasing. But because of false detections that are caused by 

various situations, it is hard to use in real. In fire detection area, to overcome this problem, the 

algorithm using several temporal and spatial information of object is proposed. Colour, 

brightness, and movement information is used to make relevant smoke detection algorithm. And 

continuous monitoring for several constraints is used to avoid false detections that are caused 

by unexpected behaviour of object. In experimental result, total 11 videos that have smoke and 

the other 2 videos that have no smoke is used for test performance of proposed method. It shows 

relevant performance for false detection and could detect almost fire in video. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In the research report of South Korea in 2014 [1], most of the fire accidents are unpredictable and 

approximately10% of them is caused by unknown source. So there is need to find unexpected fire 

by unmanned machine for early alarming to reduce the damage of resource. In Korea, there are 

several researches on early detection system for automatic disaster alarming system. The reason 

that they were not detected early is the detection system is not fully installed in certain area, and 

the degree of completion of disaster focused detection algorithm is not quiet qualified to use it in 

real monitoring system. Various fire detection algorithms were developed to detect fire. They 

developed find the features of fire and smoke by various methods [2-11].  

 

Fillips et al. proposed colour based fire detection algorithm that use difference of brightness of 

pixels [2]. During fire consume, fire shows wide brightness range and its brightness changed 

always. They use this temporal difference of pixel brightness to find fire. Chen et al. proposed 

algorithm that use colour range. It include equation like “Red > Green > Blue”, and R has very 

high value. Basic colour of fire is good feature to find fire, because its colour is quiet strong that 

little hard to see in everywhere. 
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When people find fire, they usually see smoke first. So smoke detect algorithm is better than fire 

detection algorithm for early alarming. Fire detection system usually uses both smoke and fire 

detection method, but smoke detection algorithm is more important for long range smoke 

detection, because fire usually detected by people who saw smoke that generated from the fire. 

By this reason, the machine monitor fire instead of human eyes also need to have more sensitive 

algorithm for early fire detection. 

 

Toreyin et al. proposed smoke detection algorithm that can use temporal variation of wavelet 

domain. They use background of video, edge, and colour to determine the features of smoke [4]. 

Chen proposed a method for smoke detection algorithm by using the total number of smoke pixel 

that is determined by pixel differences between frames and chromatic value model of smoke 

[5].Yuan proposed motion based smoke detection algorithm is specially concentrated on upward 

moving of smoke[6]. It uses chromatic model to define smoke pixel and the accumulation of 

motion to distinguish between smoke and non-smoke moving object. 

 

Smoke has similar colour and movement with non-smoke object, therefore conventional smoke 

detection algorithms usually have false detections. It is necessary to define more characteristic of 

smoke. Mainly this paper consist of two parts, one is for long distance detection, and the other 

one is for short range. For long distance smoke detection, Chen et al.’s method is used that count 

all smoke picture in the frame [4]. Smoke pixel is defined empirically in specific RGB colour 

range that can find all smoke in test video. For short range smoke detection, more specific 

moving detection algorithm is applied. These concept is deeply covered in section 2.2-2.4. 

Experiment results are showed in section 3. 

 

2. PROPOSED SMOKE DETECTION ALGORITHM 
 

2.1 Pixel based smoke detection by using colour and brightness 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Long distance smoke 

When fire occur, long distance smoke has a little difference between the frames even wildfire is 

occurred. So we have to use more sensitive detection method than short distance smoke 

detection. Block based algorithm that is used for fire detection is easy to analyses local area and 
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classify each local area's characteristic for smoke detection. But it is hard to detect small amount 

of variation of frame. So in this paper we use pixel based detection algorithm to find long 

distance fire detection. First we find pixels that satisfy next equation: 

���,�,��� − ��,�,�� < ���    (1) 

where Yn is brightness of pixel of nth frame. THy  is empirically selected as 20.  

In human eyes, normally smoke show achromatic colour that has similar r, g, and g value. But in 

videos, smoke does not has achromatic colour always. So smoke colour model is designed to can 

include all kinds of smoke colours in videos. The equation is shown in eq. (2). Smoke normally 

shows achromatic colours, but these kinds of colour are easily found on everywhere. 

 
Black car, grey shirt and white wall are example of potential smoke candidates in the view of 

smoke colour. So colour based smoke detection is not efficient itself, So motion or appearance 

based detections have proposed definition by colour more than fire, monitored behaviours of 

smoke is used to detect fire in this paper. 

 

�R�,� − G�,�� < TH�� 

�G�,� − B�,�� < TH�� + 80    (2) 

�B�,� − R�,�� < TH�� + 80  

2.2 Object based smoke detection 

To partition each object, labelling algorithm distinguish each object is used. And for relevant 

partitioning, open and close filter which use min and max filter are used. The open filter is the 

filter which uses min filter after max filter. The close filter is opposite. By using open filter, it is 

easy to remove noise pixels that has smoke feature in the frame without big data losses of original 

shape. By using close filter, divided smoke pixel can be joined as one object. Fig 2 shows open 

and close filter reduced noise and centralized and organized smoke. By this partitioning object 

method, groundwork for using method of Section 2.3 is ready. 

 

2.3 Behaviour based smoke detection 

 
For long distance detection, there are not many objects that cause false detection. But for short 

distance detection, there are many things to exclude to find the real smoke. One of major cause is 

smoke has colour that can be easily found everywhere, so colour based smoke detection method 

cannot occupy big portion of smoke detection algorithm. 

 

Smoke shows uncommon behaviour that becomes large and goes upward. These kinds of moving 

are used to detect smoke in [5-6]. These principles of smoke detection are very helpful to find 

smoke and this concept is also applied in the proposed algorithm. But if there is object that has 

same colour and do same move (going upward in frame), that object is easy to occur false 

detection. To avoid this, in this proposed algorithm, there are some constraints that can remove 

false candidate of smoke by finding objects that have not smoke behaviour.  
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(a)        (b) 

 

Fig 2. (a) Smoke pixel image (b) Filtered image by using open and close filter 

2.3.1 Natural smoke attribute 

 
Smoke is diffused well because it has high temperature, and burning materiel makes smoke 

continually. In [1], they concluded that smoke is in the video if smoke pixel in the image increase 

continually for a moment. In this paper, long distance smoke detection use this method. And 

smoke pixels have similar brightness between near pixel. Its colour is not changed immediately 

like fire (fire shows various colour) in the small region. So if some object has various colour in a 

same object and each near pixels brightness are not similar each other, those object is not 

consider as same object. In [2], they use this attribute to find a smoke. 

 

2.3.2 Estimate smoke movement by using camera position 
 

Usually to find smoke, camera is installed in higher position than monitored area. So if some 

object is coming to under camera, it become bigger in frame, but its position become lower 

continually. So we can assume it is not smoke, but another object. 

 

2.3.3 Position of fire 

 

We assume fire is located in camera frame or under camera frame. So the object that comes from 

side of frame is not considered as smoke. And position that smoke appear first is should be 

remain for a moment. Because we assume fire become bigger and bigger, position that smoke 

appear first is should be maintained and not moved if smoke is being generated. 

 

2.3.4 Sudden changing 

 

We assume to use 15-30 f/s camera for fire detection. This is very short time to make big 

difference in frame. So we can make threshold to limit the size changing of object or moving 

distance of object. Normal object cannot go far within 1/30 second and even smoke cannot bigger 

than specific amount. So unacceptable cases are considered as error and ignored. 
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2.4 Final Decision 

 

In the final decision, alarm can occur if all condition is satisfied. The object continually become 

bigger for a second, and that satisfy rule of 2.3 is decided as smoke object and alarm occur 

immediately. 

 

Fig 3. Block diagram of proposed algorithm

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
 

In Fig. 4, there are 11 videos that have smoke and 4 videos that do not have smoke. The main 

causes of false detection in this proposed algorithm is the object in front of smoke. Because the 

proposed algorithm uses object based detection, if shape o

algorithm can makes error. Usually smoke is on the sky and there is nothing between smoke and 

detector, so camera installed in proper position, it can overcome. The other false detection is 

caused by two object that has simi

algorithm cannot distinguish there two object and they become one object (become bigger than 

before). The proposed algorithm only make false detections for these situation, so it will be the 

future work. 

Video Detection

Smoke 1 True 

Smoke 2 True 

Smoke 3 True 

Smoke 4 True 

Smoke 4 True 

Smoke 5 True 

Smoke 6 True 

Smoke 7 False 

Smoke 8 False 

Smoke 9 True 

Smoke 10 True 

Smoke 11 True 

Non-smoke 1 True 

Non-smoke 2 True 

Non-smoke 3 False 

Non-smoke 4 False 
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decision, alarm can occur if all condition is satisfied. The object continually become 

bigger for a second, and that satisfy rule of 2.3 is decided as smoke object and alarm occur 
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ESULT 

In Fig. 4, there are 11 videos that have smoke and 4 videos that do not have smoke. The main 

causes of false detection in this proposed algorithm is the object in front of smoke. Because the 

proposed algorithm uses object based detection, if shape of smoke is ruined then proposed 

algorithm can makes error. Usually smoke is on the sky and there is nothing between smoke and 

detector, so camera installed in proper position, it can overcome. The other false detection is 

caused by two object that has similar colour. If they meet and divide frequently, the proposed 

algorithm cannot distinguish there two object and they become one object (become bigger than 

before). The proposed algorithm only make false detections for these situation, so it will be the 

Table 1.  Experimental result. 

 

Detection Comment 
Number of false 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Cannot detect smoke in the sky, 

(Too little amount of smoke, similar 

colour with sky) 

Smoke is divided two because of an 

object in front of smoke 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Smoke divide two because of an object in 

front of smoke 

Two object shows similar characteristics. 

They united and divide frequently. (long size video)
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In Fig. 4, there are 11 videos that have smoke and 4 videos that do not have smoke. The main 

causes of false detection in this proposed algorithm is the object in front of smoke. Because the 

f smoke is ruined then proposed 

algorithm can makes error. Usually smoke is on the sky and there is nothing between smoke and 

detector, so camera installed in proper position, it can overcome. The other false detection is 

lar colour. If they meet and divide frequently, the proposed 

algorithm cannot distinguish there two object and they become one object (become bigger than 

before). The proposed algorithm only make false detections for these situation, so it will be the 

Number of false 

detection  

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

5 

(long size video) 
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Fig 4. Experimental Result – First 4 Video has smoke, last 4 video do not has smoke 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

There are many methods to detect fire for early detection that can reduce damage of accident. In 

this paper, smoke detection method is proposed to decrease the false detection for better use in 

real. To reduce the false detection rate, we use labelling and object tracking that can monitor 

behaviour of each object. By monitored data, smoke object is determined as smoke when all 

movement and characteristic are satisfied to decide. By using proposed algorithm, false detection 

rate is lowered than before, however in some unexpected condition there are still some errors. If 

we can use better object tracking method and computing power is enough to use this, it can be 

covered in future work. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Automatic dialect identification is a necessary Language Technology for processing multi-

dialect languages in which the dialects are linguistically far from each other. Particularly, this 

becomes crucial where the dialects are mutually unintelligible. Therefore, to perform 

computational activities on these languages, the system needs to identify the dialect that is the 

subject of the process. Kurdish language encompasses various dialects. It is written using 

several different scripts. The language lacks of a standard orthography. This situation makes 

the Kurdish dialectal identification more interesting and required, both form the research and 

from the application perspectives. In this research, we have applied a classification method, 

based on supervised machine learning, to identify the dialects of the Kurdish texts. The research 

has focused on two widely spoken and most dominant Kurdish dialects, namely, Kurmanji and 

Sorani. The approach could be applied to the other Kurdish dialects as well. The method is also 

applicable to the languages which are similar to Kurdish in their dialectal diversity and 

differences. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Dialectology has not received a considerable attention in Computational Linguistics (CL) and 
Natural Language Processing (NLP). However, it has been part of sociolinguistics and linguistics 
in general for a long time.  For example, dialectal classification study for English [1] and other 
European languages started several decades ago. It has produced different results such as 
preparation of “Atlas Linguarum Europae” and “European linguistic map” [2].  Although the 
situation for the languages such as English and German that have been the focal subject of CL, 
does not show any radical change with regard to computational dialectology, it seems to be 
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slightly shifting for other languages. To illustrate, recent works express some interests in 
computational dialectology for languages such as Arabic and Chinese [3, 4]. 
 
Several reasons could have caused the mentioned “ignorance”. First, a language such as English, 
which has received a high degree of attention from computational perspective, has a standard (or 
two main standards: American and British) format. Neither the speakers nor the readers of several 
dialects of this language have serious difficulties in understanding each other. Second, the 
language is written with one script and follows a standard orthography. Third, the dialects are 
constructed on a common architecture of the language with insignificant variation in their 
structures.  
 
Although other reasons could be counted, for this research, these three can justify the necessity 
for the development of the methods and the tools, as part of the Language Technology (LT), for a 
multi-dialect language such as Kurdish for which one or more of the mentioned reasons are not 
applicable. 
 
The LT follows the same principles that the technology generally follows in almost all cases. 
That is, its development and improvement are rooted in different needs such as usual day-to-day, 
sociological, and business related requirements. By the same analogy, it is also developed and 
evolved based on scientific, experimental, and laboratory demands that usually happen in the 
research activities. This might justify why the dominant languages in NLP have not attracted such 
attention, while other languages such as Chinese and Arabic have noticeably been of interest for 
dialectal studies from computational perspective. 
 
The same analogy could be used for Kurdish, which is the language of Kurds. Kurdish is spoken 
in divergent dialects. The speaking population of this language is uncertain. There is a 
discrepancy in the reports of population ranging from 19 million [5] to 28 million [6]. In fact, the 
Kurds’ lives as well as their language have been extremely affected by their political and 
geopolitical situation. Indeed, they have remained marginalized geographically, politically, and 
economically, during the last two centuries [7]. Consequently, the negligence of their language 
has been propagated to many other fields. Therefore, it is not of any surprise to see that the 
Kurdish computational study is not by any mean an established sector of CL and NLP. 
 
Diversity of Kurdish dialects, grammatical distances, vocabulary differences, and mutual 
unintelligibility are some main factors in guiding most of the scarce CL and NLP research and 
development into two main dialects of Kurdish, namely Kurmanji and Sorani. In fact, in most 
cases for the reasons that we will address in section 3, these activities have focused on Sorani 
alone. This research has also focused on the two stated dialects for the same reasons. Regardless 
of the number of the dialects, dialect identification is a requirement in Kurdish CL and NLP. The 
reason is, when one wants to perform a computational process on Kurdish text, such as Machine 
Translation (MT), sentiment analysis, Part of Speech Tagging (POST) or a similar process, one 
cannot proceed without being aware of the dialect of the context. We will discuss this case in 
more detail in the following sections. 
 
The rest of the article has been organized in five sections. The first section discusses the dialects, 
languages and their relations. The second section provides an overview of Kurdish, its dialects, 
scripts, grammar, orthography, and some linguistic aspects of the language. The third section 
explains the related works and the methodology of the research. The forth section discusses the 
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experiments, the results and their analysis, and some found issues. The Conclusion section 
summarizes the findings and suggests some areas that need more study in the future. 
 

2.  DIALECTS AND LANGUAGES 

 
Although the definition of the language seems to be clear, when one wants to distinguish between 
“dialects” and “languages”, the borderlines seem to be blurred [8]. Linguists have different 
opinion about dialects and languages. Nevertheless, they mostly agree on referring to two sets of 
criteria, one social and the other political, based on which one can distinguish whether what is 
spoken in a specific community is a dialect or a language [9]. 
 
Despite the fact that the similarity in the vocabulary, the pronunciation, the grammar, and the 
usage are important parameters in making distinction between dialects and languages, the central 
concept of this distinction is suggested to be the concept of mutual intelligibility [9]. That is, if 
two dialects are mutually unintelligible, they are considered two different languages, otherwise, 
two dialects of the same language. However, there are dialects that are mutually intelligible 
which are considered languages and there are others which are mutually unintelligible yet 
considered dialects of a language [9]. 
 
In the case of Kurdish dialects, the definition is arguable from some linguists’ point of view [10]. 
This situation makes research activities on Kurdish dialects rather challenging. This is because 
although the basis of CL is common among dialects and languages, it might significantly affect 
the research approach and methodology according to whether you tackle the problem area 
interlingually or intralingually. The following section provides more information on this subject. 
 

3. KURDISH LANGUAGE 

 
Kurdistan is the homeland of the Kurds. This is a region located across Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and 
Syria. The term Kurdistan has been used to name a province or to call a wider region, both in Iran 
and Iraq. For some political reasons, the case is different in Turkey and Syria. Kurdish people are 
sometimes called “a nation without state” [11]. However, the Kurds have been in the middle of 
many battles over the past centuries, hence, their geopolitics situation has always been a matter of 
concern to the world’s policy.  
 
Surprisingly, this situation has not benefited them as much as it has the other communities with 
the similar status. For example, regardless of the utmost cruelty that happened, several countries 
received benefits out of both World Wars, while the Kurdish population never received such 
benefits until recent times. As a result, this situation has affected the Kurdish usage and its 
popularity as well. It seems that the circumstances are going to be different since the Iraqi 
Kurdistan region has started to have its regional government under the new federal Iraq. 
 
In the following sections a background on Kurdish, its dialects, scripts, orthography, and its 
current situation with regard to CL and NLP will be discussed. 
 
3.1. Overview  

 
Kurdish is the name given to a number of distinct dialects of a language spoken in the 
geographical area touching on Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and Syria. However, Kurds have lived in other 
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countries such as Armenia, Lebanon, Egypt, and some other countries since several hundred 
years ago. They also have large diaspora communities in some European countries and North 
America.  
 
There are some opinions about the Kurdish root that state that the Kurds have come from 
different origins, that they have changed their language, and their first language was rather 
different from the current one [12]. However, those who believe in this theory do not make this 
clear that how people from different origins have spoken an unknown language and why they 
have changed it. More accurate figure on this has been given by [13]. 
 
Kurdish studies, though not very popular, has an almost a century of history. McCarus provides 
an informative background on Kurdish studies. Although his work dates back to the 1960s, it still 
can be seen as a major resource about the Kurdish studies [14]. A very recent finding based on a 
different approach “to try to prove with inter-disciplinary scientific methods explained, that 
indigenous aborigine forefathers of Kurds (speakers of the ‘Kurdish Complex’) existed already 
B.C.E. and had a prehistory in their ancestral homeland (mainly outside and Northwest of Iran of 
today)” [15]. However, research on Kurdish has been biased for different reasons. 
 
Kurdish language includes different dialects. Dialect diversity is an important characteristic of 
Kurdish. Kurdish is written using four different scripts. The popularity of the scripts differ 
according to the geographical and geopolitical situations. There is no consensus among the 
Kurdish linguists upon the number of letters in the Kurdish alphabet. Latin script uses a single 
character while Persian/Arabic and Yekgirtû in some cases use two characters for one letter. The 
Persian/Arabic script is even more complex with its right-to-left and concatenated writing style. 
 
Kurdish is spoken in different dialects, which are not following the same grammar. The level of 
the differences vary for every pair of dialects. I addition, an important feature of current Kurdish 
is the lack of a standard orthography [16]. 
 
The above brief overview shows the complexity of Kurdish from different perspectives. This 
complexity, particularly, affects the language computation, which in turn makes hindrance in 
front of studying Kurdish in the context of CL and NLP. It also makes the development of LT for 
this language rather challenging. Below we discuss these issues in a more detail. 
 
3.2. Dialects 

 
As it was mentioned, Kurdish is a multi-dialect language. Since the 1960s several major scholars, 
including Westerns and Kurds have published influential research outcomes about Kurdish and 
its dialects [16, 19–21]. But neither the nomenclature of these dialects have been standardized nor 
there is a solid agreement on their relation to the language [13, 22, 23]. 
 
In a recent research, Haig and Öpengin identify the Kurdish dialects as Northern Kurdish 
(Kurmanji), Central Kurdish (Sorani), Southern Kurdish, Gorani, and Zazaki. For each one of 
these dialects they mention the main sub-dialects [18]. The populations that speak different 
dialects of the language differ significantly. The majority of Kurmanji speakers are located in 
different countries, such as Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Iran, Armenia, and Lebanon, just to name the 
main lands. The second popular dialect is Sorani, which is mainly spoken among Kurds in Iran 
and Iraq. Zazaki is spoken in Turkey. Gorani is primarily spoken in Iran and Iraq [16, 21]. In 
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addition, as a result of long-term conflicts in the region, Kurds also have a large diaspora 
community in different western countries, where almost all Kurdish dialects are spoken to 
different extents. 
 
It is worth mentioning that as Leezenberg describes, the reason that we stick with the 
internationally accepted categorization of the language is to keep the harmonious environment of 
the scholarly research [24], while we are aware and actually prefer, at least due to the local usage, 
to use Hawrami, or Hawramani, instead of Gorani, in most of the situations. In fact, as we have 
observed, sometimes, the term Gorani, is rather restricted, if it is not considered as unknown at 
all, in most of Sorani and Hawrami dominated areas. 
 
3.3. Alphabet and Scripts 

 
Kurdish is written using four different scripts, which are modified Persian/Arabic, Latin, 
Yekgirtû(unified), and Cyrillic [25]. The popularity of the scripts differ according to the 
geographical and geopolitical situations. There is no consensus among the Kurdish linguists upon 
the number of letters in the Kurdish alphabet. The main reason for the disagreement seems to be 
mainly on the phonetic aspects (and to a great extent acoustic features) rather than lexical aspects, 
though clearly these two affect each other. For example, Bedir_Xan and Lescot suggested 31 
letters in their Latin script proposal for Kurmanji, arguing that the Kurdish did not have a 
separate sound to distinguish between ‘خ’ and ‘غ’, hence in their Latin script they used the letter 
“x” for both sounds [26]. However, these two sounds are written with two different letters in 
Persian/Arabic and Yekgirtû scripts. As a result, some sounds are lost if an utterance is captured 
using Latin script. In order to address this issue, the current Latin script has been augmented to 
capture the mentioned sounds [25]. Nonetheless, as an advantage, Latin script uses a single 
character while Persian/Arabic and Yekgirtû, in some cases, (e.g., ‘وو’ in Persian/Arabic and ‘sh’ 
in Yekgirtû for ‘û’ and ‘ş’ in Latin, respectively) use two characters for one letter. Although 
Yekgirtû is phonetically more complete (it includes 37 “letters”), its double character 
representation for a single phoneme makes it computationally more difficult. The Persian/Arabic 
script is even more complex with its right-to-left and concatenated writing style. 
 
Latin script, mainly, is used for writing in Kurmanji dialect. But this is not applied for Kurdish 
communities in Armenia and former Soviet countries, whom they use Cyrillic script. 
Furthermore, until recently, the Kurmanji community of the Iraqi Kurdisatn, was mostly using 
modified Persian/Arabic script. For Sorani, the main script is modified Persian/Arabic. Zazaki, 
mainly, is written in Latin. Gorani (Hawrami) is, mainly, written in modified Persian/Arabic. We 
stressed on word “mainly”, because there are considerable exceptions in the usage of these 
scripts, particularly Latin and modified Persian/Arabic. The former is used in Turkey, because the 
Kurd community is already familiar with the script through Turkish. In Iran, Syria, and Iraq, the 
dominance is with the Persian/Arabic script. The reason is obvious. Persian is the national and 
formal script in Iran, and Arabic has been the national and formal script for Iraq and Syria. 
Generally speaking, Persian/Arabic script has a longer history in writing Kurdish, while Latin 
script was suggested and introduced by Mir Celadet Bedir-Xan around 1930s [27].  
 
However, in the recent years the situation has been changing. That is, the Latin script is growing 
in the usage and is becoming more popular in the areas that it was not before. But it is not the 
same for Persian/Arabic or Cyrillic script. That is, the Persian/Arabic has been continuing to be 
the dominant script in the areas that it was and the Cyrillic script has been restricted to the 
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communities in Armenia and the former Soviet countries. As an example for the latter, 
Persian/Arabic script is the official script in the Iraqi Kurdistan Region, though the usage of Latin 
script is growing, particularly, by different Kurdish media. 
 
3.4. Grammar and Orthography 
 
Despite having the same root, Kurdish dialects grammatically differ from each other. The 
differences are vary in terms of grammatical features and the level that they differ [16–18]. In 
some cases the grammatical differences are trivial, while in some others they are considerable. 
We show this with two samples.  
 
As the first sample, Sorani speakers do not apply gender differentiation, while Kurmanji applies 
gender. To be more precise, there are restricted sub-dialects, which is spoken by a small 
community of a population of less than a few thousand people. The authors, in their research, 
have recently come across a small Sorani speaking community, where the gender is used, to just 
differentiate between male and female human-being. Indeed, Hassanpour has already addressed 
the issue of genders and its usage in some sub-dialects of Sorani [16], which does not seem that is 
in use by the current speakers anymore. 
 
In another case, the authors learned that similar situation is true for one of the sub-dialects of 
Laki, which is called Jafar-aabadi. Laki, itself, is a sub-dialect of Southern Kurdish, which in 
general does not include genders. However, the authors were told, by an informant about the 
dialect, that Jafar-aabadi speakers use gender, not only for human-being but also for other 
subjects. As an example, in the small community where this dialect is spoken, the Moon is 
masculine. The reason that is mentioned for this assignment is that the Moon dares to come out at 
nights, while the Sun is feminine, because it comes out during the day. Further investigation on 
this case is a linguistic endeavor. However, authors are following the case as it is related to their 
other areas of research in CL. 
 
The second sample is the negation, where in Kurmanji one says “ne li nêzîkê”, which means “it is 
not close”, while in Sorani it is said a “le nêzîk niye” (The negations were shown in bold). These 
examples show the difficulty of dealing with Kurdish as “a language” and not as “a group of 
languages”. 
 
Kurdish has different issues from an orthographic point of view. First and foremost, there is no 
standard orthography for Kurdish. Hassanpour gives a brief history of how an orthography was 
suggested in Iraq based on the Arabic language alphabet and the challenges that it faced during 
the 1920s [16]. Finding the reasons for why a language that is spoken by a massive population 
had not have its own orthography, which in turn sparkles other questions such as why the written 
Kurdish only has a history of no more than a few centuries, is not an easy task.  
 
For example, some sources, orally, have talked to one of the authors about the correspondence 
between the Arab army and Kurds defending Banah (a Kurdish city located in the Kurdistan 
province in Iran) around the 670s. These sources based their “story” upon information that they 
have received from a descendant family, whom were involved in that correspondence. Although 
the author could not ascertain the case at this stage, it was worth mentioning for further 
investigations. Even if this story is not true, it is still not clear what kind of alphabet and 
orthography have been used by the Kurds at the time. Although this is basically a matter that is 
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related to linguists and historians, if we find some reliable answers, we will share it with the 
interested researchers. 
 
3.5. Kurdish and Language Technology 

 
In this research we use the “computationally-enabled” as a technical term to distinguish the 
languages that are enabled with the minimum tools of Language Technology, which in turn 
allows those languages and their products, whether in written or spoken format, to be processed 
by computers. Although there are frameworks for this accounting and assessment such as 
BLARK (The Basic Language Resource Kit) [28], this is beyond the scope of this article. We just 
mention the case in the capacity of the current article. 
 
Despite having a large speaking population, there is no or limited computational research with 
regard to Kurdish. Indeed, a simple search on the Internet regarding computational activities on 
the language provides no more than a few results, which either they are at the preliminary stages 
of the study, or they cover very specific areas such as text to speech concepts, to discuss some 
limited corpus, or to provide some comparison between the dominant Kurdish dialects. 
 
Moreover, even this small amount of research mostly covers one dialect of Kurdish, which is 
Sorani. Therefore, currently Kurdish cannot be considered as a computationally-enabled 
language. Although Hassani and Kareem discuss the case with regard to assistive technologies 
for Kurdish [29] and there are also other appreciable attempts by some scholars which have taken 
place [30], the overall figure has neither been progressing significantly nor is promising. In spite 
of the fact that there are some evidence showing a slight growth in the interest in this area (for 
example, see [31]), to become a computationally-enabled language, Kurdish needs extensive 
scholarship and professional efforts. 
 
3.6. Current Situation 

 
As a consequence of the establishment of the Iraqi Kurdistan Regional Government, Kurdish has 
become one of the two official languages. This has been declared under Article 4 of the Iraqi 
Constitution [32]. Neither this article nor other part of the constitution specifies a particular 
dialect of Kurdish in this regard. Similar approach has been followed in the Draft Constitution of 
Kurdistan Region, which has been approved by the Parliament of Kurdistan Region [33, 34] (The 
Draft Constitution of Kurdistan Region is in Arabic and Kurdish; a translation into English can be 
found here [35]). The document can become official if it is approved in a referendum, which has 
not been held yet. 
 
As a result of the above steps, Kurdish has become the main teaching medium for the entire pre-
university education. Even though there are some exceptions for the private schools, which might 
use some foreign languages such as English or French, in these schools too learning Kurdish is an 
obligatory educational element. Furthermore, the language is used to a varying extent in most of 
the universities in the region as well. 
 
However, the decision on making a dialect official depends on the population who speak the 
dialect in the specific area/governorate. For instance, Kurmanji is the official dialect for 
communication and education (up to the end of high school) in Duhok governorate of the Iraqi 
Kurdistan Region, while in the other two governorates Sorani dialect plays the same role.  
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There is no precise demographic report accessible to show the population who speak different 
dialects, but the figure can be loosely extracted from the population who live in different 
governorates. A report on the Iraqi Kurdistan Population Forecast for 2009-2020 period shows 
that about 26% of the Iraqi Kurds are currently living in the Kurmanji dominant areas [36]. These 
demographic facts vary significantly in different countries where Kurds live. As an illustration, 
the figures for the language shows that Kurmanji is spoken by around 20 million Kurds [37], 
Sorani is spoken by around 7 million [38], and other dialects or sub-dialects (for example, 
Hawrami, Kalhori, Feyli, and others) are spoken by around 3 million Kurds [39]. 
 
Nevertheless, alongside promoting linguistic diversity and rights in general, “the [Iraqi] 
Kurdistan Regional Government’s policy is to promote the two main dialects [of Kurdish] in the 
education system and the media” [40]. Consequently, the majority of satellite TVs in the Iraqi 
Kurdistan Region has at least news programs broadcasting in both dialects, either at the same 
session or as the separate sessions. In fact, some TV channels display news tickers (crawlers) in 
both dialects and sometimes in both Latin and Persian-Arabic scripts (e.g., Kurdistan TV, Rudaw, 
Kurdsat, NRT, and KNN). The websites of some of these TV channels are also provided in both 
dialects [41-43]. But, perhaps because the majority of Iraqi Kurds speak Sorani and this dialect 
has a long rich historical and literature background in the Iraqi Kurdistan Region, the de facto 
dialect of the conversations and the documents of the Iraqi Kurdistan Region is Sorani [44]. 
 
However, in spite of the emerging usage of the language, both regionally [45] and worldwide, 
Kurdish is not yet official in other countries where Kurds live. The reason behind this brief 
explanation is not to highlight political issues and motivations but to outline the fact that Kurdish 
might play a more significant role in the coming years. Without considering other parts of 
Kurdistan, being the official language of the Iraqi Kurdistan region only, suggests that Kurdish 
Computational Linguistics needs considerable attention. 
 
Nevertheless, as the context of languages has changed tremendously because of the emergence 
and rapid spread of information technology, to become a well-known language in the world, 
Kurdish needs to be studied in light of the paradigm of CL and NLP. In fact, Kurdish needs to be 
understood not only by other people throughout the world but also among the Kurds themselves 
who speak different dialects that are not mutually intelligible. 
 
Furthermore, Kurdish has a low visibility among the Internet users. Also currently there are no 
machine translator, no optical character recognizer, no commercialized text to speech, and no 
speech to text systems available for the language. In fact, crucial issues such as lack of 
grammatical and orthographical standards for the language, would affect any attempt towards the 
development of such utilities for the intralanguage/interlanguage purposes. 
 
In summary, many obstacles stand in the way of advancing the preparation of Kurdish in order to 
be computationally processed. Moreover, working on Kurdish from a Computational Linguistics 
and Natural Language Processing perspectives would require some fundamental elements. For 
example, developing a corpus, as a core element that is required for many aspects of CL and NLP 
such as machine translation, dictionary preparation, text classification, discourse analysis, and 
text summarization, needs a substantial amount of time, budget, and effort. This becomes more 
challenging if one thinks about having a specific corpus for each special domain of the language 
study and processing. The challenge can grow if this corpus should be kept up-to-date and 
accessible to different users. 
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Equally important, for some reasons, which are beyond the scope of this article, written literature 
for the Kurdish language does not have a diverse and lengthy background. For some dialects/sub-
dialects such as Kalhori and Hawrami, the case might be even more serious. 
 
Moreover, Kurdish CL and NLP have not yet been established as academic disciplines. A quick 
survey on the available websites of universities, which are located in the Kurdish speaking areas 
in Iraq, Turkey, Iran, Syria, and Armenia, shows no fact that these subjects have been taken 
seriously except in one case, University of Kurdistan – Sanandaj, which one can find some 
valuable studies, though focusing mainly on one of the Kurdish dialects [46]. Indeed, current 
academic research on the Kurdish language in terms of CL and NLP is neither established nor 
seems to be promising as a scientific research area.  
 
In this research we have tried to take one step towards an important issue with regard to Kurdish 
CL and NLP, which is automatic dialect identification. The following chapter explains the 
methodology of the research.   
 

4. METHODOLOGY 

 
Dialectology has been one of the research areas in traditional linguistics for almost as long as 
linguistics has been recognized as an independent field of science. However, the same is not the 
case in the Computational Linguistics context, at least for the dominant languages in the field 
such as English, German, and French. Therefore, when one is interested in computational 
dialectology, soon finds that the major works in this area have been carried out for some 
languages which, in computing sense, are not very popular. 
 
To illustrate, Kessler has provided a method for computational dialectology in Irish Gaelic [47]. 
Similarly, Nerbonne and Heeringa have worked on Dutch [48]. They have computationally 
compared and classified 104 Dutch dialects. This type of dialectology assumes that the dialects 
under the investigation are mutually intelligible. In most of the cases, the focus is on the phone 
differences or slight changes that happen in the language morphology, from one dialect to the 
other. 
 
In a different context, Tang and Heuven have performed a series of thorough experiments on 
some Chinese dialects in which they have provided some methods for these dialects classification 
[4]. In this latter case, intelligibility among the dialects is the main concern of the research. 
 
Another research has been carried out in order to identify the Arabic dialects, which has resulted 
in suggesting an annotator that is used to annotate the Arabic texts according to their identified 
dialects [49].  
 
Text classification is a well-studied area in Natural Language Processing, yet it still is a very 
demanding research subject [50–52]. Most of the text classification methods concentrate on the 
context classification. Different methods are used in text classification, most of which are based 
on Machine Learning techniques [53]. 
 
In the current research, we adapted a text classification method in order to classify Kurdish texts 
into the dialects that the texts are written in. We have targeted two main Kurdish dialects: 
Kurmanji and Sorani. The adapted method was applied in several steps, namely, data collection, 
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transliteration, and weighting list creation. Finally, the outcomes were tested in order to 
investigate the accuracy of the dialect identification. These steps will be explained in the 
following sections. 
 
4.1. Transliteration 
 
As it was mentioned, Kurmanji texts are, mainly, written in Latin script, while for Sorani texts 
the main script is Persian/Arabic. Persian/Arabic script has a longer history, while Latin script 
was suggested and introduced by Mir Celadet Bedir-Xan around the 1930s [27]. However, in 
both cases exceptions exist. That is, one can find texts in Kurmanji that have been written in 
Persian/Arabic script and texts in Sorani that have been written in Latin script.  Again, as it was 
mentioned, currently no standard orthography exists for either dialect. 
 
For this research, we collected the texts from different Kurdish media. In addition, it was decided 
to use the Latin script as the base for the dictionaries, the training set, and for the test data as well. 
But, because the Sorani texts were mainly written in Persian/Arabic script, the texts had to be 
transliterated into Latin script. In order to do so, we have developed a tool (a transliterator) in 
Python that transliterates the texts which are written in Persian/Arabic script into Latin script.  
The main challenge of this transliteration process is the lack of a standard orthography in writing 
Kurdish. This case was discussed in section 3.4. Also there are ambiguous cases that an 
automatic transliterator is not able to produce what one might be able to produce by manual 
transliteration.  
 
Our Python transliterator uses three compact Python dictionaries in order to cover the three 
different cases, which occur in the Kurdish writing using Persian/Arabic script. The first Python 
dictionary includes digits and single characters that can be transliterated into a single equivalent 
Latin character. For example, ‘ک’ and ‘ك’ both would be transliterated to 'k'. The second Python 
dictionary includes double characters, which have been concatenated using a special connector. It 
also handles the situations where the code and the shape of the concatenated characters are 
changed due to the participation in the concatenation.  In this situation, in some cases, a double 
character must be transliterated to one character, and in some others, to two equivalent characters. 
For example, ‘ئا’ would be transliterated to 'a', while 'ـپ' would be transliterated to 'p'. The third 
Python dictionary is used for the situations where a character is concatenated to its predecessor or 
successor using two concatenation connectors on its both sides or it includes a postfix space such 
as 'ـبـ' and  'په', which would be transliterated to 'b' and  'pe'  respectively. 
 
The transliterator was tested and tuned to cover all cases which are known to be special. The 
mentioned Python dictionaries were ordered and tuned manually. However, lack of standard 
orthography causes that one cannot expect that the result of the transliteration to be correct in all 
cases.  Nevertheless, the result of the transliteration was tested manually in different situations in 
order to make sure that the transliterator produces the correct results when one compares the 
results against the original texts.  
 
Figure 1 shows a sample in Kurmanj, which has been written using Persian/Arabic script. 
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Figure 1.  A sample text of Kurmanji in Persian-Arabic script 

Figure 2 shows the result of the transliteration of the text of Figure 1 using the developed 
transliterator. 
 

 
Figure 2.  The transliterated text of Figure 1 

4.2. Weighting List Creation 

 
In this research, we have used an adaptation of Support Vector Machines (SVM) [54], [55]. For 
the training and test phases, we collected data from different resources available on the Internet. 
For this purpose, we used the websites of several Kurdish media. The fundamental reason for this 
approach was because we decided to restrict our study to the most contemporary concepts that 
were widely understandable by the target dialects speakers. 
 
At this step, which can be interpreted as the training phase, the classifier reads the texts and 
“sanitizes” the text to remove non-alphabet characters from the text, using regular expressions. It 
then extracts the vocabulary of the text and inserts them into a weighting matrix. We decided to 
include only the words with the length of at least two characters in this weighting matrix. 
Obviously, duplication is prevented. 
 
The list keeps two weighting measures for each vocabulary. Each one of these two measures 
represent the closeness/distance of the word to one of the two dialects. At this stage, classifier 
assigns a value of 100 or 0 as the weighting measure (closeness/distance) to the vocabulary.  
 
During this phase, the training phase, the classifier might find a word that is already in its 
weighting matrix. If, for example, this word has previously been assigned to Kurmanji, and now 
it has been found in a Sorani text as well, the weighting entry for Sorani would be set to 100 too. 
In other words, it means that the word is equally considered as Kurmanji and Sorani. At the end 
of this phase the required knowledge of the classifier has been generated. 
 
Figure 3 shows a piece of the Weighting List file. In this list, the first column shows the row 
number. The second column shows the vocabulary. The third column shows the Kurmanji weight 
of the vocabulary.  The fourth column shows the Sorani weight of the vocabulary.   
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In this sample there is no common words between the two dialects.  However, there are 
commonalities between the vocabularies of these dialects. We have shown this briefly in section 
5 (Experiment). The importance of this commonality and how it would affect the NLP in Kurdish 
is out of the scope of this research. 

 
Figure 3.  A sample of Weighting List 

It is worth mentioning that the measures of 100 was used for the later developments. At this 
stage, this seems to be a binary function, returning true if a vocabulary belongs to a certain 
dialect, false, otherwise. However, it was not used this way. Instead, it was used as a measure 
which participated in the dialect classification cumulatively. In fact, we are interested in further 
research about this case and to assign different closeness/distance weightings that show the 
affinity of a word to a particular dialect more precisely. Therefore, the Weighting List could be 
updated in the future to accommodate different values between 0 and 100.  This would require 
more data which must be manually labelled and used in the training of the classifier. Obviously, 
the other parts of the research environment would remain unchanged. 
 
4.3. Classification Process 

 
In the classification process, first, the classifier reads the input text and extracts what is, usually, 
called the “features” in the classification context. Again, during this process, the text processor 
removes all non-letter characters from the text. The feature extraction happens in two steps. First, 
the text processor tokenizes the text, counts the words, and updates the vocabulary vector by 
setting the number of occurrences of each word that it finds in the text. Second, it sets a two entry 
vector by calculating the weight of each entry. 
 
This process has been formulated as below:    

                            ����� ��	 =  � ����, �	 × �����, ����� > 0
�

���
                                                   �1� 

                             ������ ��	 = ��� ������� ��	 ÷ 100�, 100                                                         �2� 

 
Given: 
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W is a vector with two entries corresponding to the two dialects. WL is the weighting matrix or 
feature matrix. VC is the number of occurrences of each word in the text that has a corresponding 
entry in WL. Each entry of the DC vector in (2) shows the percentage (probability of the text 
being of a specific dialect) that classifier assigns to the text.  
 
The classifier was developed using Ocatve. Octvae was chosen because it was powerful in 
handling vectors, arrays, and matrices. It was also a proper open source replacement for this kind 
of experiment, which otherwise should be performed using MATLAB. 
 

5. EXPERIMENT 

 
The Weighting List creation process produced 6792 words. In the testing phase, several pieces of 
texts were tested for each dialect. Table 1 shows the result. 
 

Table 1.   Dialect classification result 
 

Text Dialect Best Guess Worst Guess 
Kurmanji  Kurmanji    92% 

 Sorani         26% 
 Kurmanji     52% 
 Sorani          26% 

Sorani  Sorani         91% 
 Kurmanji    24% 

 Sorani          50% 
 Kurmanji     24% 

 

Table 2 shows the number of words attributed to each dialect alongside the common words 
among the dialects. It also shows the percentage of the common words to all words and the total 
words in each dialect. 

Table 2.   Dialect classification result 

Count Total Kurmanji Sorani 
Words 6792 2632 4160 
Common Words 208 208 208 
Percentage 3% 7% 5% 

 
5.1. Analysis and Discussion 

The experiment showed that with a reasonable number of vocabulary of about 7,000 entry, the 
classifier is able to correctly classify the texts that are found in the media. It also showed that in 
all cases, the classifier assigns a significant magnitude to the dialect that was not the main dialect 
of the text. This case could have been considered a usual result of the commonality between the 
dialects with regard to their vocabulary.  
 
To investigate this case, the common vocabularies between the dialects were counted. The 
common vocabularies were selected based on their weighting measure in the Weighting List. 
Obviously, the common vocabularies were those with the same weighting measure. Table 2 
shows, the percentage of the common vocabularies. It shows that although based on the collected 
data there is an insignificant difference between the percentages of the presence of the common 
vocabularies in each dialect, the rate of commonality is far less than the one that is observable in 
the dialect identification percentage.  
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This fact is of interest from different point of views. For instance, it shows that Kurmanji and 
Sorani dialects are sharing common vocabularies that although do not form a large portion of 
their lexicon, play an important role as the basis for their lexicon structure. In other words, 
although Kurmanji and Sorani are considered as two dialects that are mutually unintelligible, 
their case might not be similar to the case of two different languages. 
 
5.2 Issues 
 
There are several issues that our research has not addressed at this stage. We continue our study 
to investigate these issues that we believe that they are crucial for the advancement of CL and 
NLP for Kurdish. These issues are listed below: 
 

• What would be the results of the experiment, if we use a “stemmer” during the Weighting 
List generation and during the classification process? 
 

• How the lack of a standard orthography affects the entire study?  
 

• How the issue of the proper nouns (proper names) [56, 57] and Named Entity 
Recognition would affect the entire approach? 

 
Regarding the last item, one may suggest that an immediate remedy could be to find those words 
that start with a capital letter. Unfortunately, this is not an option, because in Kurdish no uniform 
rule exists about capitalization of the proper nouns. Even if such a rule existed, it could not be 
applied to Persian/Arabic script. 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The researchers of Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing for the dominant 
languages such as English and German, have not focused on the computational dialectology. 
However, this subject is important in languages with a diverse and linguistically long distant 
dialects. In some cases, these dialects might be considered mutually unintelligible. For the 
languages with this specification, automatic dialect classification/identification becomes a 
necessary part of Language Technology. 
 
Kurdish language includes several dialects. The two widely spoken dialects are Kurmanji and 
Sorani. These two dialects are considered by professionals and linguists as mutually 
unintelligible. This research applied an adapted technique of classification based on an adaptation 
of Support Vector Machine (SVM) approach for dialect classification of Kurdish texts which are 
written in the mentioned dialects. 
 
The research showed that with a proper vocabulary list that is used to train the system, the text’s 
dialect could be identified with a high degree of accuracy. The experiments also showed that 
there is a small number of common lexicon that plays an important role in the forming of the 
context of each dialect. 
 
However, the area of the research has several unexplored topics. For instance, how developing a 
“stemmer” that is able to find the stems of the text words would affect the classification result, 
both from the efficiency and the accuracy point of views. Esmaili, Salavati, and Datta [30] have 
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introduced a rule-based “stemmer”. We have also developed a “stemmer” with some differences 
with the one that Esmaili, Salavati, and Datta have developed. However, this “stemmer” has not 
been incorporated at this stage of the research. 
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